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Weather Forecast
Fair Tonight and Wed- day; Temperature
Unchanged
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New Job is Not
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ACCORDANCE WITH OLD

CUSTOMS

"Not a Day of Triumph."
."This Is not a day of triumph," he
declared. "It is a day of dedication.
'
Here muster, not the forces of party,
but the forces of humanity. Men's
hearts wait upon us; men's lives
AND
hang in the balance; men's hopes
call upon us to say what we will do.
Who shall live up to the great trust?
Who dares fail to try? 1 summon all
honest, men, all patriotic, all forward-lookinmen to my side Gold helping me, I will not fail them, if they
will but counsel and sustain me."
Vice President Marshall had been
inaugurated in the senate chamber
only shortly before and at the conclusion of President Wilson's Inaugural address the party hurried back
to the White House, ahead of the inaugural procession, where Mr. Taft
DELAY said goodbye to President Wilson
CONGRESS CAUSES .UNEXPECTED
and prepared to leave St once for
Augusta, Ga. President Wilson shortly afterward took his place to review
Effort to Finish Up All Pending Legislation Results in the Necessity the procession.
s
A burstj of cheers greeted the
for President Taft Spending Many Minutes Considering Bills
declaration "Our work is a
That Have Passed Both Houses In the Meantime the
work of restoration" and it welled
into cheers and hats were thrown
Induction Into Office of Vice President Marshall
Into the air when he said: "A tariff
Awaits the Presence of the Retiring Executive
which cuts us off from our proper
New President Sworn in at 1:35 O'clock
share In the commerce of the world
violates the just principles of taxation and makes the government a
facile instrument in the hands, of pri4
vate interests."
From time to time as the president
CAREER OF THE NEW PRESHENT.
the sun peeped from behind
spoke
Born at Staunton, sfa., December 28, 1856, the eon of Rev. Joseph
the clouds and shed a feeble light on
R. and Mrs. JesBie Woodrow; Wilson.
the scene. A moment later the crowd
Passed his boyhood in the south, residing at Augusta, Ga., Co-voiced Its approval in cheers at his
lumbia, S C, and Wilmington, N. C, where his father occupi d
declaration that ' Justice and only
pulpits.
justice shall always be our motto."
Entered Princeton college in 1879 and was graduated with high
A storm of cheers greeted the endhonors four years later.
j
ing of his speech at 1:54 o clock.
Entered the law department of the University of Virginia in the
William J. Bryan was the first man
fall of 1879 and received his diploma in 1881.
to shake hands with the president.
Opened a law office in Atlanta in May, 1S82, and continued to
He then shook hands with Mr. Taft.
practice his profession there for li months.
The party then prepared to head the
Married, June 24, 1885, to Miss Helen Louise Ason of Savannah,
procession back to the White House
and this time President Wilson sat
and later in the same year became professor of history and politi- on the right hand side of the
cal economy at Brys Mawr.
The pucessiou to the White
Remained at Bryn Mawr three years, when he resigned to accept
House starred at 1:57 p. m.
a similar professorship at Wes'ieyan University.
Vice Presi lent Marshall returned
Published his first hook in 1885, on "Congressional Government,"
from the inaugural stand to the senwhich made for him 'I name as a scholar and thinker on political
ate. Mrs. W'lnon with other memquestions.
bers of the ttrmly party took carHis next book, "Tb3 State," published in 1SS9, was the first
of
riages for tile White House.
the operations of all
work in Esglish to present the subject
As the first ceremony connected
constitutional governments.
with the presidential inauguration,
Resigned his chair at Wesleyan in 1890 to become professor
President-elec- t
Wilson and Vice
of jurisprudence and polities at Princeton University.
President-elec- t
Marshall at 9:45
In 1893 "Division and Reunion," "An Old Master and Other Poo'clock a. m. left their hole! and
lltlcal Essays" and "Me.re. Literature and Other Essas' came
the short drive to the White
from his pen.
Mouse.
In 1S96 the publication of "George Washington" added to h!s
The stay in the White House was
reputation as a writer and historian.
brief.
At 10:17 o'clock the ride to
Elected president of Princeton University, in iS)2, to succeed
the Capitol began. In the first carDr. Francis L. Patton.
riage was President Taft and Mr.
In 1902 published a "History of the People
of the 1'nlied
Wilson. Mr. Taft occupying the right
States," said to be the first important work of its kind writ ten
hand seat.
by a southerner.
The party proceeded down PennNamed by the democratic party for governor of New 'of soy in
sylvania avenue, slowly until It
1910, elected in November of that your, and inaugurated January
neared the' Capitol and then the four
17, 1911.
black horses drawing tue presidential
In the autumn of 1911 his name was first prominently connected
carriage broke into a trot and the
with the' presidential nomination.
troopers escorting it spurred their
After a hard fight in tho prima rles he was nomtuated by the
horses into a canter.
democratic party for president at Baltimore, July 2, 1912.
The carriages and their escorts
Officially notified of he nomination at his summer home at
whiried up to the main entrance of
the Capitol. President Taft and Mr.
Seagirt, N. J., August 7, 1912.
Elected' twenty-eightWilson were at once escorted to the
president of the United States, November
5, 1912, receiving 435 electoral votes out of a totul of 531.
president's room, where Mr. Taft at
once took up tho work of signing
of New Jersey, March 1, 1913, in an- Resigned
hills.
tlclpatlon of his 'nauguratlon ns president.
Left Trenton for Washington, March S, 1913, escorted by praetl- Congress Causes a Delay.
The final struggle of congress over
cally the entire student body of Princeton University.
the sundry civil appropriation bill
Inaugurated president of the United States, March 4, 1913, the
and the Indian appropriation hill defirst democrat to hold the office In sixteen years.
layed the inauguration of the vice
president and it was 12:34 p. rn.
when Mr. Marshall took the oath In
the senate chamber. ' Shortly before
Washington, March 4. Woodrow historic east front of the Capitol, he that hour the
diplomatic corps was
Wilson became president of the Unit- took the constitutional oath of office,
ushered into
the senate chamber
ed States today amid imposing cere- and In his brief Inaugural address
while all those assembled rose.
monies and tumultuous scenes of made a fervid appeal to all
patriotic
popular greetings. Standing at the men for council and acts.
(Continued on Page Four)
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INCLINATION

IS
ON THE PART OF IT IS ALLEGED AN ATTEMPT
'
Washington, March 4 The senate
March 4. President
Washington,
MEXICAN FACTIONS TO UNITE
IS'BEING MADE TO FRIGHTEN
Wilson's cabinet is complete and it today finally agreed to the conference
13 SEEN
MR. MAN2ANARES
remains only to formally send the report on the general deficiency bill,
nominations to the senate, either to- thus disposing of that measure.
.

day, if the ceremonies permit, or els
XTntil actually nominated,
tomorrow.
the list Is unofficial, but the list is
f.ECRET .SCERVICE . MEN .KEEP VOTE UPON THIS PROPOSED LAW definitely accepted to be as follows:
IS EXPECTED
PROVISIONAL
Secretary of state, William JenTO OCCUR
GOVERNMENT
Bryan, Nebraska.
nings
INFORMED REGULARLY
WEDNESDAY.
Secretary of the treasury, William
G. McAdoo, New York.
Mexico City, March 4. Major CarSanta Fe, N. M., March 4. The
Secretary of war, Lindley M. Gardenas, who was in charge of the es- house again postponed action on the rison, New Jersey.
cort of Francisco Madero and Jose county salaries bill today, but by the
;c.ih ra, James McReyAttorney
Pino Suarez, on the day they were vote of 38 to 8 decided to make this
noids, Tenneoe.
measure
killed, was today promoted from the
the special
Postmaster general, Representative
rural guards to the same rank In the order for tomorrow.
When the mat- Albert Bufieson, Texas.
regular army, A general inclination ter came up today Representative
Secretary of the navy, Josephus
to recognize General Huerta's admin- Llewellyn moved that the bill remain
Daniels, North Carolina.
istration is being manifested by the on the calendar subject to the action
Secretary of the interior, Franklin
rebels in all parts' of the republic. of the house. This course, it Is un- K.
Lane, California.
Nearly all the rebel leaders have now derstood, had been agreed upon at a
of agriculture, David A:
Secretary
caucus
of the house republicans last
fallen In line, asking either that their
Houston, Missouri.
men be incorporated in the regular night.
Representative Toombs was
Secretary of commerce, Represen'
army or mustered out.
among those who attended the cau- tative William C. Redfield, New
Many of the rebels, however, dis- cus, but it was very evident that he York.
play sensitiveness, in regard to the had not pledged himself to abide by
Secretary of labor, Representative
(Us.tttss.-teamnesty lull, to
by the the result of Its deliberation.
William B. Wilson, Pennsylvania.
'
chamber tomorrow,, which they say
When the motion to defer action
wrongly Implies their defeat.
on the'salary bill was made Toombs
Rumors of plots and conspiracies are was on his feet. He wanted the bill LAS VEGAS GETS HER
frequent in the capital, where every- considered at once and argued that
body continues to suspect his neigh- the republican members of the house
FEDERALIPOSTOFFICE
bor.
Secret service men keep con- were in duty bound to vote at once.
stant watch over the most prominent If they lacked the
major-
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Rebels Take Yecapixtla.
A force of rebels has occupied
Yecapixtla, Morelos. The war department today announced its intention
of dispatching a punitive expedition
into the southern rehet zone.
New significance has been added

to the northern insurrection under
Governor Carranza of Coahuila by
the discovery of some adherents of
Carranza far to the west in Zaca-tecawhere they haye burned rail
road bridges. Carranza is preparing
to evacuate. Saltl'ilo and a government force is expected to replace him
late today.
a
General Benjamin Argumeda,
rebel commander, today placed his
men at tbo disposal of the new administration, His headquarters are
near Torreon. Argumedo telegraphed
also that oue of his lieutenants on
Sunday defeated the rebel chlef
Jaurregui in northern Aguas Calien-tes- .
General Clieche Campos, another
.rebel leader, with a considerable
force, Is at Gomez Palacio, another
suburb of Torreon.
As the government has not
satisfactory advices from
Governor Maytorena of Sonora, the
(Continued on Pag
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.

4
4.
Senate:
March
Washlimton,
Convened at 9:30 a. m.
Considered conference report on Indian appropriation bill.
Attempt to repass sundry civil apbill over president's veto

propriation
failed.

Marshall of Indiana was
vice president.
m.
Adjourned sine die at 12.35 p.
conSixty-thirof
congress
Senate
vened and thirty new or reelected
senators were sworn in; Senators-elec- t
Robinson of Arkansas and Goft
of West Virginia were absent.
House: Convened at 9:30 a. m.
sundry civil bil'i over
the president's veto, 270 to 50.
m.
Adjourned sine die at 12:04 p.
Thomas

sworn

R.

In as

d

d

ity necessary to pass it over the gov
ernor's veto, the responsibility would
be upon the governor, the democrats
and the renegade republicans who
voted against It. Mr. Toombs finally agreed to allow the bill to go over
until tomorrow.
Little was done in the house this
morning and It Is reasonably safe
to say that little of Importance will
be done until the salary question is
disposed of. Every pressure is being
brought to bear upon members to induce them to vote for or against the
bill. Democratic leaders are here in
force urlng the members of their party to stand behind the governor and
to sustain the veto, while democratic
officeholders are here In an. effort to
secure the pledge o' the two votes
which now seem necessary if the bill
Is to be carried over the executive
disapproval. Democratic senators are
active on the floor of tne house at
every session and the Btory As current that two senators, said to be
Barth and Mabry, recently "threatened Representative Manzartares of
Fort Sumner with tne veto of the
Sumner county bill if Mr. Manza-nare- s
persisted In voting for the
county salary bill. It Is not claimed,
however, that these senators were
authorized by Governor McDonald to
make this statement.
An hour or so was wasted la the
house this morning in the discussion
of an alleged bogus telegram whicn
the Santa Fe New Mexican charges
was written by Major Llewellyn to
himself. According to the newspaper, which has been featuring the
story for several weeks, the allegsd
message purported to be one from
In
Major Lwelelyn's constituents
Dona Ana county, urging their representative to vote for the reelection of United States Senator Fall.
Major Llowelljn denied the charge,
and In a carefully prepared speech
this morning scored the Now
its
Mexican,
Colonel
owner,
Bronson Cutting and its city editor,
Brian Bom Dunne. The Major also
handed a few hot shots to former
Governor Mlruel Otero, who received
one vote for United States senator
In the election held on
January 23.,
"But for the unseen tolpgrsm," de- -

APPROPRIATION
BILL, CARRYING
FOR THIS PLACE, IS
$125,000
PASSED

"Public buildings appropriation bill
Las Vegas gets ?125,000."'
This was the text of a message received this morning by Harry W. Kelly from Congressman George Curry
of New Mexico. The bill was passed
by the retiring congress during the
last session, which ended at noon topassed.

day.

This means that Las Vegas' federal
building Is an assured fact For aev-eiyears this community has been
for legislation which would
make possible the erection of a government building here. Through persistent work on the part of Congress
man Curry, Congressman FerguBson,
Senator Fall and Senator Catron the
building has been Becured for Las
Vegas. The government usually is
ready to begin these federal buildings as soon as sites have been secured and contracts let. As options
upon the property desired have been
In the possession of the Commercial
club and a committee
representing
the citizens of both sides of the Gallf- nas for three years, It is believed the
deal for the site can he put through
without delay.
hoping

clared Major Llewellyn "Mr. Otero
might today be ratting around In the
Beat now occupied by Senator Fall,
a boy's sized toga might not now be
v;ant of a
resting In a wardrobe
wearer."
The major concluded by scoring
the newspaper "for what ha termed
Its futile effort to blacken bis character, and with a bitter denunciation
of Mr. Dunne for Lla alleged work In
connection with the articles concerning the telegram.
A number ot other members spoke
In support of Major Llewellyn's position and expressed confidenca In
the gentleman from Donr Ana, anions
them being Moreno of Dona Ana,
Vargas of Rio Arriba aiil Chrlsman
of San Juan. Mr, ChriBman moved
that Colonel Cutting ba fined $1,003,
the money to be collected by the
(Continue

oa Page Four)

The Indian appropriation bill then
remained the only measure to be disposed of, but Senator Fail declined
to allow the senate to accept the
conference report, Tho house lator
also agreed to the conference report
on the general deficiency bill, leaving
the measure not finally disposed of
by the house.
New Department Created.
President Taft today signed tha
bill creating a department of labor
with a cabinet portfolio. President
Wilson's nomination for "this position
wjjl be William B. Wilson, now a reIn congress
tiring representative
from Pennsylvania.
President Taft today vetoed the
sundry civil appropriation bill carrying $113,000,000 because of its provision which, prohibited the department of justice from using its antitrust appropriation In prosecution of
labor unions and farmers' organizations.
tin?
The bouse at oneeTe-paswei- i
sundry elvtr "appropriation- lull over
President Taft's veto by a vote ot
270 to 50. Senate leaders did not believe an attempt would be made to
re pass the bill in the upper body.
The house, after
the
sundry civil appropriation bill over
President Taft's veto, adjourned sine
die at 12:04. The senate was then
still in session.
Just before the house adjourned,
Speaker Clark called former Speaker
Cannon to the chair and an affecting:
scene of farewell took place. Speaker Clark to'id the house that he vio
'
lated no confidencea in saying:
"I could have been sworn in aa
vice president of the United States
If I had wanted to, but I preferred to
stay with you."
Speaker Clark and Mr.' Cannon re
ceived an ovation on the adjournment o the house. An attempt to
the sundry civil bill over
President Taft's veto was abandoned
in the senate after It had beeij accomplished in the house. The senate adjourned at 12:35 o'clock.
Inasmuch as the senate and house.,
adjourned without agreeing to the
conference report on the Indian appropriation bill that measure failed,
'

-

re-pa-

KLING EXPLAINS POSITION.
Kansas City, Mo., March 4. John
Kllng, baseball catcher, today mailed'
a letter to President Herrman of tho
Cincinnati Natioual league baseball
club explaining his denial of Mr. Herr- man's recent statement that Kilns
had signed a contract to play wlta
Cincinnati the coming season.
Kllng, in the letter, admitted ha
signed a contract,' but Insisted he did
It with a distinct understanding that
the contract would not ho binding;
unless Kling's local business partner
agreed to his leaving here. This;,
Kllng; stated, his partner refused! to
do and thus the contract never h
came effective,,
..........
Jt
GRAY IS APPOINTED.
March 4. - President
Washington,
Taft, just before ha went out ct office today,
Judge Oer.rjro
Gray of the United! States
court of Delaware, a commitsnmrr
at The Hague, and arpolnted .Ham
Bassett Moore, another comm:ioii
er, to fill an
Yfennv. Mr.
Moora had
advaueed as a e;m- flidata for rtHsUiaet
fhvv. tary of;

eHn

F"!.
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

for i3fi Fc milloo

FROM INFA.NCY TO OLD AGE A
RELIABLE FAMILY LAXATIVE
IS MOST NEEDED TRY
THIS ONE. (

MARCH 4, 1913.

is a distinct style feature of

every

"WOOITEX" and "PRINTZESS"

March 4. Among the eling they are a boon indeed, for
most tempting offerings In the line they can be worn without being
of new fablres displayed In the shops ironed. Hung up damp, their own
It is inconceivable in this day of
'
In these popular garments you are assured of exclusiveness
ENABLE
TO
BILL
are the heavy silks. The heavy lus- weight smooths them from wrinkles.
,1
HOUSE PASSES
general Intelligence that any family
seen
are
effects
trous
two full seasons' wear.
Bulgarian
ottomans,
bengalines,
and
failles,
t
Striking
CITIES TO LEVY SPECIAL
a
remedy
f
simple
would be without
"
v
Bedford cords, In rich in buttons, as well as other trimTAXES.
and
,
IMPROVEMENT
often
by
for
poplins,
of
life,
Jlls
minor
the
for
We now nave an excellent variety of Suits and Coats in these
The rich colors show off to
and beautiful colorings, promise a mings.
giving such a remedy in time a serwith
contrast
far greater variety than was possible special advantage in
Santa Fe, N. M., March 3. Tame ious disease can be frustrated and a
popular makes in all sizes, colors and combinations.
The new styles are
last spring with its monotonous clear crystal.
and dreary were the proceedings of life Baved.
COME IN AND TRY THEM ON
black, blue or taupe satin suit, re- strikingly original in shape, color and
the house of representatives yesterFor example, it at the first sign of
Bulto
the
room
In
addition
Silk
combinaUon.
In
sameness.
like Dr.
wearying
peated
day afternoon, and the standing
a cold a simple laxative-tonicovert cloth is another interesting garian effects there are crystals
only audience, gathered in anticipa- Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin were given
with pompadour floral decorations,
novelty.
tion of the fight to pass the county the beginning of a serious lung affec
For more dressy gowns the bro- clear and delicately colored crystals
are especially attractive this season and our store contains a varisalaries bill over the governor's veto, tion or of a typhoid fever might be
DR. GEO. T. HULL.
caded 8llks( will be used, especially with quaint settings of rhinestones
was cheated, and, had there been an avoided. And also in headaches, ner
ety which insures an easy choice.
atd
crystals in coladmission fee charged, those Jn
vousness, etc., a small dose of this it to any member of the family, how- In combination with plain silks of the and some
tendance would have been entitled: remedy would relieve the congestion ever young or old, for it contains same shade. Brocaded Bilk wraps ors with clear crystal centers and
SEE OUR NEW LINE OF NECKWEAR
e
black and white striped effects. A
to demand their money back.
and replace distress with comfort. nothing injurious to the youngest will be found with plain
dresses. A plain charmeuse costume, striking novelty, in a flat
The only measure of Importance Mothers give, it to tiny infants and person.
A bottle can be obtained at any In a shade between tan and1 yellow, clear crystal has a black center, from
out of the half doen which got little children, and grown people
f Laa VGu'LeuJitigStora
bead-lik- e
afterspokes.
nearby drug store for fifty cents or has a loose medium length coat of which radiate tiny
through the house yesterday
take it with equally good effect
noon was the act to authorize towns
Thousands of good American homes one dollar. The latter size is more brocade. Poplins on which a self- - A gold rim surrounds the black porand cities to construct permanent are never without it, among them the economical and is bought by those toned satin brocade appears are used tion and decorates the edge.
or home of Dr. Geo. T. Hull,
Bulgarian crochets in ball and
Prop. Hull who have already convinced them- in combination with plain poplins of
improvements and to assess all
semi-bal- l
owners
the
moire
cost
same
Plain
shada
designs are worked in novel
of
and
merits.
the
its
the
of
Hull
Dr.
against
has
selves
Okla.
Pepsin
Syrup
part
Drug Co., Prue,
South SidcRay?
Established 1862
caimproved.
streets
with a central floral decostitch
knot
of property on the
poplins are also combined.
for a number of years recommended users learn to discard pills, salts,
A
advocated
colors.
by
rich
in
in
bills
new
weaves
ration
as
the
are
of
his
one
There
in
Bulgarian
is
and
thartics
many
This
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
purgatives generally
the New Mexico League of Municipal- practice and writes that "for stomach they are too great a phock to any black and white worsteds which fur- button of this kind would transform
TAFTS START FOR GEORGIA.
nish interesting variations from the the plainest gown Into one of dis KLAUS AND PAPKE TO BATTLE.
ities and is designed to put a crimp and bowel disorders, worms in chil- average system.
Washington, D. C, March 1 The
Paris, March i Frank Klaus and
it
in the grouchy property owner who dren and a general laxative-toniIf no member of your family has traditional shepherd's plaid. They tinction. Cotton crochets in whi'e
Taft
rival
Amcican
n
the
of
used
family, after shaking hands with
share
his
Billy
Papke,
will
and.
be
champagne
declines to pay for
has no equal." Syrup Pepnsin saves ever used Syrup Pepsin and 'you will find a place in the tailored
street improvements and who Is will- the health of the family, and it saves would like to make a personal trial skirts to be worn with coats of a dresses of linen, ratine and similar fighters who are generally recognized all the attaches and servants, bade
farewell to the White House at 2:C0
the world's
ratine button as forerrost anrci
A novel
materials.
ing to reap the benefit of his neigh- doctor's bills. It is a guaranteed cure of it before buying it in the regular plain color.
this
in
meet
to
o'clock this afternoon. With Mrs.
are
bozers,
in
is
of
which
made
ratine
arranged
Women who are ordering spring
bors' enterprise.
for any form of stomach, liver and way of a druggist, send your address
When the house was called to or- bowel trouble, constipation, indigestogether, will city tomorrow night for a 25 round Taft and Miss Helen Taft the former
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald- walking suits would do well to curb sections and joined
contest. Both men are reported in president left the executive mansion
der and following the usual formali- tion, biliousness, gas on the stomach, well, 417 Washingeon St., Monticello, their own or their tailor's inclina- also be used on ratine 'resses.
moved
the pink of condition. Seldom has a by a rear exit and proceeded by auin
cluster
buttons
real
stud
Lwellyn
Rhinestone
be
into
skirts
will
to
bottle
tions
a
ties Representative
drape the
headaches, drowsiness after eating 111., and free sample
Bill
bunchiness. Many of the best houses effects of three, either in bar or tri fight attracted to much attention tomobile to the Cnion station to
that the consideration of Senate
etc. Have no hesitancy about giving mailed you.
to
county
relative
act
show a good proportion of almost or angle shape, and also rhinestone in among the followers pf the sport in take the 3:IT, train for Augusta, Ga.
No. 104, an
salaries and which had been vetoed cause of the constitutional provision state will be at Organde, with T. B. quite plain skirts in these strictly combination with pearl will be widely Paris and throughout France. The The family will remain at Augusta
management of the club under whose for several weeks before going to
bv the governor and passed over the which gives women the right to vote Rains agent.
trotting suits. Paris even displays used.
exun'
New Haven, where Mr. Taft expects
are
Court.
tailored
novelties
be
of
the
number
trustees
but
senate,
postponed
the
noticeable
a
painted auspices the mill will take place
veto by
Among
Supreme
very
at elections for school
The
to take up his work aa professor of
crowd.
The state supreme court resumed gowns with pleated skiri some of china buttons in designs of minia- pects a record breaking
til Tuesday at 2:30. Representative which forbids them to vote at elecwith Chief them regular "kilted" skirts, though ture roses, pansies,
extraordinary amount of interest may law at Yale T'niversity at the beginClancy moved to table the motion tions where other officers are on the sessions this morning,
and was voted down 29 to 18. The ticket. Under the terms of the bill. Justice C. J, Roberts and Mr. Justice with quite narrow pleats, olhers with and lillies of the valley. Delft blue be attributed in large part to the fact ning of the spring term.
motion to postpone action was then if it is enacted into law, women Parker and Mr. Justice Hanna pres- pleated sections. An ingenious way and heliotrope are among the favored that the two Americans already have
and Mar
Many sufferers from rheumatism
put and resulted 30 in the affirmative will have their first opportunity to ent. Also Supreme Court Clerk. Jose of securing additional width, when color combinations. Another interest- beaten Georges Carpentier
have been surprised and delighted
and 17 in the negative, the speaker vote at an election to be held in D. Sena. The cases docketed for to- desired, is offered in an imported ing novelty button which springs cel Moreau, who are considered the with the prompt
relief afforded by
model which has a plain panel but- from the oriental fashion is 7)c old best of the French fighters.
not voting and one member, Repre- April of this year.
day were No. 1552 and No. 1485.
Chamberlain's Liminent Not
applying
Two murder cases are on the doc- toned on over a slighUy full back. gold or silver ball button in filigree
one case of rheumatism in ten resentative Labadie, being absent. Mr.
The house also passed Senate Bill
quires any internal treatment whatUFSET, BILIOUS,
ket for this month, tme is set for This can be unbuttoned up as far work.
Labadie Is reported dangerous'iy ill at No. 141, which authorizes the
ever. This liminent is for sale by
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The velvet girdle
his home in Santa
wishes, andj
apparently
hearing
struction of the
all dealers. Adv.
A number of bills were introduced, normal school at El Rito in Rio Ar March 20.
appearance of an Intentional maKe- - be a feature of the new lingeries
Those Lumber Cases.
shift, but seems a legitimate feature frocks. Velvet of any shade which No Headache, Biliousness, bad Taste
among them one by Representative riba county. The governor in his mesAN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
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Morning
and old are alike affected. Foley's
coal oil inspector. The bill, as intro the abolition of this institution so States district attorney under the
Sleeves are of such endless variety scheme the makers of the frock may
Honey and Tar Compound Is a quick,
that a woman must be difficult in- have in mind is fitted carefully in
duced, is practically the old coal oil that it is not unlikely that it will direction of Attorney General
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inspection
meet with executive disapproval.
coughs and colds. A. S. Jones, of
fresh
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stomach
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clean,
pure
the
United States district court late Sat her Individual preferences. Long, the waist, and sometimes in a high
exception that it provides that
Lee Pharmacy, Chlco, Calif., says.
the short and
ones are V shaped point inverted, reaching with Cascarets,' or merely forcing a "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
one cent per gallon inspection fee,
urday afternoon substituting
state of New Melco as plaintiff in- shown side by side in exhibitions of well over the bust. The embroidery passageway through these alimentary has no equal, and I recommend it as
which formerly went to the coal oil
or other
now
goes
his
stead of the United States in those blouses, while toe long and the three-quart- of the gown partly hides the outline or drainage organs every few days containing no narcotics
deputies,
inspector or
O. G. Schaefer
harmful
L
ones divide the coats be- of these velvet girdles usually, but with salts, Cathartic Pills, castor oil and Red properties.
numerous lumber cases brought 'in
to the state. The inspector and his
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
1907 by Ormsby McHarg, represent
tween them according to the type of they show forth in all their softness or Purgative Waters.
deputies are paid straight salaries,
.
wash-dayLet
Stop having a bowel
the inspector, 2,6t0 per annum and
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
ing the United States. Herbert V. these garments, whether tailored or and brilliancy at the waist, in front
4
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and
Drag's herself painfully through hot
the deputies ? 1,200. Allowances are
Clark, assistant United States attor dressy. In the latter case the sleeves or back.
undaily tasks suffering from backache,
back cuffs
made for the traveling and office exRibbon girdles are made in flow regulate the stomach, remove the
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4.Articles ney, appeared for the United States often have deepturned1
nervousness, and loss of
buttons and ered designs, in black and white and digested, sour and fermenting food headache,
penses of the officials created by of incorporation were filed in the and Colonel E. W. Dobson for the de trimmed with
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the bill. The Inspector
simulated buttonholes made of silk. colored satins, and in designs of Or
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
office of the state corporation com- fendants, except
frim the liver and carry out of the Kidney Pills give quick relief from
Armholes show almost as wide a iental colorings and figure.
pointed by me governor, with the mission today by the Noah Oil and ber company, no order being made in
system all the decomposed waste pain and misery, a prompt return
suit.
advice and consent of the senate. The Gas
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS
variety. Some begin close under the
company, capitalized at $200,000, that
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arm, but run up
divided into 20,000 shares at $10
suffers can afford to overlook Voley
and bowels.
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INAUGURAL PARADE

las, was a noteworthy patch of color
in the whole scheme.

IS WITNESSED Yonr Druggist
Slops That Ilcli

BY TREMENDOUS, CHEERING

MARCH 4, 1913.

Other notable organizations in the
line were the Jefferson Club of Phila-elphithe Iroquois club of San Francisco, the Mose Green 'club of Louisville, the Berks County club of Pennsylvania, with ita famous band enlisted during the war, the Indiana club
of Indianapolis, and countless other
clubs, many in showy uniforms and
with striking devices.
Some of the governors who rode in

a,

Clergyman's Son Hid
Tuberculosis; Now Well
People who have Consumption are often
filled with bright hope of recovery, only
to realize that improvement is but temporary. Consumption la dreaded by everyone. Those who had it and used
Etonian's Alterative can testify to Its beneficial effects. No one need doubt it there
Is plenty of evidence from live witnesses.
Investigate the following v
Amenia, N. Y.
"Gentleen: Prior to Feb.. 1908, I was
located in Rochester, N.
suffering
with LaGrlppe,
which developed
Into
Tuberculosis.
My physician gave me one
month to live. I was having terrible
night sweats and mid-da- y
chills and losing flesh rapidly, having gone from 155
to 135 pounds. I coughed and raised continually and became so weak that walking
a few feet exhausted me. On my return
home, my regular physician gave me little encouragement. My father, who is a
heard of Eckman'a Alteraclergyman,
tive and induced me to take it. The
night sweats and chills disappeared, my
cough became easier and arraduallv di
minished and In a few days I developed
an appetite, the first in months. I am
now in perfect health, back to 155 lbs.
I feel certain that I owe my life to Eek-man- 's
Alterative."
E. H. COWLES.
(Signed)
I cannot find words to
"Gentlemen:
eipress my appreciation of what your
remedy has done for my son. It changed
despair into hope within two weeks after
he began taking It,, and without any doubt
in my mind, it saved bis life. I wish to
add my endorsement to every word of his

yon are suffering from Eeezema.
Psoriasis or any other kind of skia
trouble, dron Into our store fop instant
belief. We will
you to stop
Pageant Is a Glorious Assemblage of Moving Color, All Ranks of .iat itch in two guarantee
seconds.
sold
remedies
have
We
for skin
other
the Army and Navy Forces Being Garbed in Full Dress Unif- troubles, but none that we eould recommend as highly as this, a mild wash of
I,
Leonard Wood Is Grand Marshal and Oil of Wintergreen Thymol and a few
ormMajor-general
other ingredients that have wrought
mrh vnniifrf nl pnrpn nil nvpr th coun
the Various Divisions Are Commanded by High Officers of try.
i
....
. ,
.
with
the Service Decorations Are Simple, Majestic Cedar Trees Th enmDouna in Known as u.u.v .i.
as
skin
heal
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itchy,
burning
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military
Place
Usual
of
the
Roman
the
Arches
Triumphal
Taking
nothing else can,
states and others rode with their bril- A 2io trial hottle will prove It
Of course all other druggists have,; ulu.v uniformed staffs in the last
Reviewing Stand Is a Replica of Jefferson's Home.
D.D.D. Prescription go to them if you
can't cpme to us but don't accept some jj vision.
substitute.
Second Division, state niilitia-adiehead of the column came
Washington, March 4. The army
Eut if you come to our store, we are) . V hen the
,
so certain of what u.tJ.n. win dp ror you 10
wnere pPnn;!v1vnia ave
General Albert I Mills
of inauguration, 30,000 strong, swinglne
on
Plnl
vou
w
size
a
full
bottle
offer
tht
this guarantee: if you do not find that nue swings around the treasury and
ing with measured tread to the blare manding.
Third Division, veteran and patrio- costs you not a cent,
of a brigade of bands, marched iu
continues on out past the White
review today from the capitol to the tic organizations General James E. K. D. GOOOALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M. House, it halted briefly until President
.
White House, a magnifient tribute Stuart, of Chicago, commanding.
Wilson and his party took their places
of welcome to the administration of Fourt Division, civic organizations Connecticut, Virginia, North Carolina, in the reviewing stand.
P.hode Island, Maine, Michigan, Ohio
Woodrow Wilson.
Mr. Taft, according to custom, had
Robert X. Harper, commanding.
As the procession took up the and other states. Militia representa- - ridden back to the White House-witHistoric Pennsylvania avenue, the
testimonial."
EE V. J. J. COWLES,
(Signed)
path of other armies of peace and march, the noted Essex Troop of New tion from the states was not so great his successor to say farewell. It i3
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
Eckman's
effective In BronAlterative
war, was like a valley between hills Jersey swung in behind the carriage this year as at previous inaugurals, the usual custom, occasionally varied, chitis, Asthma, Hay is
Fever; Throat and
In a glory of color with the simplic- in which President Wilson and for- but there was a greater representa - for the outgoing president to return Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
ity of nature's green and white dom- mer President Taft rode. Then came tion of repnlar troops. Indiana Vice to the White House and take his or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
telling
Vice
President Marshall's carriage Presient Marshall's state was total- leave at the White House portico, Laboratory,
inating the color scheme along the line
Philadelphia, Pa., for more eviof march, while thj dazzle of uni- and behind that the Black Horse ly unrepresented. Many, of the states, j but it is not the custom for him to dence. For sale by all leading druggists
He usually E.' G. Murphey and Central Drug
forms, the flash of gans, sabers, gold troop of Culver Military academy, however, which did not send troops review the procession.
to
conto
the
the
be
and
and
at
once
brass
because
of
distance
lace
and leaves Company.
lively
joins his family
prancing
buttons, and the
long
bowing
fused roar of bands, bugles, lumber- music. A roar of welcome opened up traveled were represented by their j (he city. '
The marching columns halted while discernible above the chair occupied
ing artillery and tranpin thousands, before this whole party as it started governors and staffs in the Fourth
division.
added vividness and Btirring activity and swept along behind it.
this
formal leave4aking was going on by the president The white of the
grand
to the brilliant scene. High on either
Then came Major General Wood,
Cadets from the Carlisle Indian and then pressed forward in review. reviewing stands was relieved only
side of the avenue, its builings and chief of staff of the army, and grand school, in their uniforms of cadet To stirring marches, patriotic airs and by a few garlands of laurel and everwhile farther back the court of
reviewing stands were packed with marshall of the procession, heading blue, were a subject of remark in con- popular ditties, the marchers swept on green,
was
honor
enclosed by high walls of
anmasthe military
bodies, handsomely trast with the remnant of their
humanity, rising from the solid
past the presidential box, all military
fresh
cedar trees brought from
green
ses along the curbs, to the dense mounted and with the showy uniform cestors, who marched wrapped in
to
for
salute
organizations coming
blankets and in full feath their new commander in chief, some the Virginia hills.
throngs in balconies, windows and of his high rank. Then th,e army
The court of honor extended from
si ore tops. And through this valley contingent, headed by the West Point ers and war paint Cadet battalions executing maneuvers The new presi- of humanity and color a martial host cadets; long straight lines of gray from the Virginia Military institute dent with bared head acknowledged the treasury building, at Fifteenth
undulated and rolled along with the lacing the avenue, each line stepping and Culver Military academy brought all these formalities and kept up a street and Pennsylvania avenue, to'
the state, war and navy biulding, at
as one man, heads up, chests up the rear of that section.
steady sweep of a great river.
running fire of comment with memThe third division, made up of veteran bers of his party on the smart ap Seventeenth and Pennsylvania aveThe street pageant was the climax high, plumes aflutter, rifle barrels
to the inauguration ceremonies at the glistening. An ovation greeted them. and patriotic organizations, was sug- pearance of the various organizations. nue, a distance of a little more than
Past the president and his party 1,000 feet This stretch was practicTramping close behind came the gestive of the fast diminishing ranks
capitol, adding the outward spectacular features to the formal exercises First Battalion of Army Fnglneers, of the veterans of the north and the procession continued out Penn- ally enclosed with tall and graceful
e
south. Both sections were represent- sylvania avenue to Washington Cir- cedar trees about 30 feet high, mak
which had just taken place at the the Seventeeenth United States
chamber and the east front of try and band from Fort McPherson, ed, the nearby northern states and cle, and there disbanded. The presi- ing a complete circle of the enclosure
and a regiment of coast artillery the District of Columbia furnishing dent returned to the White House, and forming the background for the
the capitol. Since early in the morn-!Ga- .,
from
Fort Monroe. The crack Sev- the larger number of men in blue, and the multitude in the absence of reviewing stands. At either entrance
had
marchers
of
ranks
the
the
Ing
been lying In restive division waiting enteenth, in full marching order, a with here and there the men In gray an inaugural ball or a reception, look- - to the court were placed two giant ce
s
high,
solid column
of
service mingling with their former adversa- ed forward to the display of illumina dars, looming some 50 feet
for the word to advance.
these huge products of nature replaci- While President Wilson was sol- blue, swinging easily to the lively mu- ries.
tions and fireworks after sundown.
'
The fourth, division, composed of
President Wilson's desire for Jeffer-sonia- Ing the ponderous arches 'hich. at
emnly repeating his oath of office, to sic of their band, made a splendid
former Inaugurations were among the
civic bodies, was probably the most
the slow measures set by the chief appearance.
reflect
is
distinctly
simpliicty
Commanding no less interest than diverse of all. Two hundred cowboys ed in the decorations of the national main features of the decorations.
justice, the troops at parade rest
In choosing the colors green of the
were coming to attention and long the West Point cadets came the mid- and Indians from Maricopa county, capital for his inauguration today.
lines were straightening into columns. shipmen from Annapolis. In their Arizona, performed a perfect wild While the city is aflutter with green forest trees and white of the reviewWith the last word of swearing in regulation short navy-blu- e
jackets and west show along the line of march, and white the color scheme adopted ing stands without the UBual buntthe new president, the commands tan leggins, the young sailors were throwing lariats, giving exhibitions of for the wohle affaii- - and there are ing, shields and flags, Waddy B.
trick riding and broncho busting.
rang out and were echoed along the received with waves of cheers.
occasional blazes of 'red, white and Wood, architect and chairman of the
headnow
the
assembled
thousands
But
was
a rattle of arms,
rosettes decoration committee, kept in mind
lines; there
Tammany Hall, 1,500 strong,
blue from entwined flags,
a clatter of hoofs, and the great par- sent up a new roar. A regiment of ed by two bands, each "brave" top- and streamers with here and there a that the inaugural parade would sup
ade was in motion behind the car- blue jackets turns. into the avenue. ped with a pure white silk beaver, touch
of Princeton's orange and ply ample color, with its thousands of
uniformed soldiers, sailors and mablue
the
white
a
and
of
with,
Presient
and
Wilson
and
red,
tramp
briskly,
along
They
riages
carrying
black, yet the whole effect Is one of
rines and gaily dressed civic bodies
Inof men who are not umbrella, accompanied bv 35 "real
Marshall.
And then with rolling quick-stesimple dignity.
from all parts of the country. The
the steady "Tramp, tramp, tramp" strangers to the sea. A squaron of dians" in full tribal regalia, was
The central point of this decorative
of marching feet, the stream of color the Fifteenth cavalry, a battalion of marching at the inauguration of the scheme is the court of honor, that moving panorama of the day was
wound down from Capitol Hill and the Third field artillery and a detach- first democratic president in 20 years. wide expanse of Pennsylvania ave counted on to lend brilliancy and life
breasted Its way toward the White ment of the Signal corps brought up
Foremost in this civic division nue immediately fronting and extend to the occasion, while at the same
canle the Woodrow Wilson Club of ing the entire length of the White time President Wilson's desire for
House, to which the presidential par- the rear of the division of regulars.
division
to
Then
take
marched
second
driven
Trenton. And then came fully 3,000 house grounds. Usually, great col- simplicity waa gratified in a most efthe
ty had
briskly ahead
made up of militia. Delaware's troops college students frcm all parts of the umns and arches of classical design, fective manner.
places for the review.
As the reviewing parade swung
The chief officers and divisions of led, headed by the governor and his country. Princeton, in honor of its with shields and banners and the inthe parade were as follows:
staff. New Jersey President Wil- former president, had 1,000 men in signia of a Roman triumph, have around the treasury s.nd into the oourt
of honor, the first thing to meet the
Grand Marshal Major General Leo- son's own state sent its entire mlli-tia- l line, who marched In cap and gown, marked this
precinct of chief activ view was the
replica of the home of
on
batWood.
nard
each wearing a Princeton badge
establishment, including its
ity. But today simplicity is the doFirst Division, reguar army, navy talion of naval reserves. In line catne his left arm. The Duckworthy club minant note, with nature taking the Jefferson standing out on the left
and marine corps Major General W. the state troops of Pennsylvania, of Cincinnati, with 500 marchers in place of art, and great forest cedars from its background of forest green.
was the glass enclosure to
W. Wotherspoon, commanding.
Massachusetts,
Maryland, Georgia, white overcoats and dark red Umbl- - replacing the classic columns and Midway
surround President Wilson and many
masts
for past InauguraVenetian
distinguished officials and guests, am
tions. Before thia wide area usually
bassadors and ministers of foreign
stand out Hie monuments and trees countries
and representatives of the
of Lafayette Square, but today these
army, navy, judiciary and congress.
were shut off by great tiers of seats,
stand at
Flanking the President's
rising to the tree tops and sweeping either side was a large stand
draped
MADE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS
along the whole front of the park.
with green garlands.
To the right
TAKEN TWO MINUTES AFTER MOISTURE WAS APPLIED
In choosing the decorating scheme rose the
long tiers of seats for the
for this central point the court of
general public, which ihad been eagerhonor, as well as for the broad plaza ly bought many
days ao, until filled
fronting the Union station, the em- to Its utmost capaoity.
.
1
bellishment of public and private
J
At other main points along the line
buildings and the decorations gener- of march and throughout the city, the
ally along the thoroughfares, the in- same general scheme of simplicity,
augural committee was guided by with green and white as the prevailPresident Wilson's desire to avoid
ing colors, was carried out.
elaborate display.
At the plaza of the Union station
It was with this idea In view that the great semi-circl- e
forming the enthe principal feature of the presi- trance was outlined with a wall of
dent's reviewing stand was deigned large cedar trees,
shutting off the
as a replica of the portico of Monti-cello- ,
squalor of the small buildings still
the home of Thomas Jefferson, remaining on that locality. From the
regarded as a type of that simplicity plaza the radiating streets gave a
which the early president exempli- view through the green wall of cefy. This replica of Monticello is di- dars to tne capitol itself and its
of
rectly In front of tlie "White House, grounds In the distance.
Baking Powder
forming the left front of the broad
The same dignity In style and color
Powder
of
court of honor.' While preserving the was observed
NOTE here the amount
the
throughout the city In
way
gas by
OU will also nots the
severe design of the original structure the decorations on
ihe powder has risen over the
Baking Powder
public and ieml- small amount of leavensome of the public
the
of the glass. Note hovy
suggests
replk'ft
top
sediAt
the
here
buildings.
; also
every hand garing gas
OTE the unevenness of
old mansions of the south, the lands of
light and fluffy it is; also how
ment in the bottom of glass,
stately
miniature ceand
evergreen
the
also
the contents;
even the grain is. This test
which is a solution of Kocueile
row of colonial pilara along the front dars and
trees
met
the
small amount of leavening ga
jvlne
eye, along
CALUMET
has
Salts. About 80 per cent, ot
proves
resembling the porticos of Mount the fronts of office biuldings, hotels
from the height the powder
this powder used is left in the
great amount of leavening gas
Vernon and Arlington, as well as and other structures. Here and there
has risen io the glass. The
that it is gradually and unifood, as Rochelle Salts. Ask
residues from these powders
formly given off. It leaves no
those of Monticello. The Monticello a building was
your doctor about constant
I
draped with festoons
unwholesome residue.
dosing with Rochelle Salts.
vary considerably.
replica forms the main part of ' the oi green and white bunting. Along
reviewing stand, and in this waa with tills prevailing hue of green and
This Prove the Wonderful Leavening Qualities the Purity the
the glass enclosure, where, white, the individual taste of each
erected
J" ()tSVTHO!
Economy the Superiority of
free from the possibilties of incle- citizen found
expression in flags, em
ment weather, the president could re- blems and
transparencies.
view the marching thousands of the
inaugural parade.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
The decorations of the portico were but never follows
the use of Foloy's
Ask Your Grocer Insist on Calumet
in keeping with no color other than Honey and Tar
Compound.
It stops
withits
and
entire front,
the cough, heals the sore and inflamwhite along
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS, World' Pure Food Exposition,
ed air pasKapes, and strengthens the
out the usual dlwplay of fla?s,
Chicago, III, 1S07; Paris Exposition, France, March, 1912,
and other elaborate
designs. luucs. The genuine ia in a yellowwith beehive on won. P,e!t only dash of vivid color was in a package
ftm Biibstltuleti.
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THREE
itself, while we reared giant machinT
ery which made It impossible that any;
but those who stood at the levers ot
control should have a chance to loolc
out for themselves. We had not for--1
FOR
Q11LV gotten our
morals. We remembered
well enough that we had set up a
policy which was meant to serve the"
humblest as well as the most poweN
His inaugural Address Calls on ful, with an eye single to the standards of Justice and fair play, and re--'
All Honest Men to Aid in
membered it with pride. But we were
very heedless and in a hurry to ba'
His Task.

sRESID0IIlLSfl:i
JUSTICE

great

WILL RESTORE,

NOT DESTROY

New Chief Executive Says Change of
Government Means the Nation Is
Using Democratic Patry for
Large and Definite Purpose.
.
Washington, March
Looking
upon the victory of the Democratic
party as the mandate of the nation to
correct the evils that have been allowed to grow up In our national life,
President Wilson in his inaugural ad
dress today called on all honest men
to assist him in carrying out the will
of the people. Following is his address:
There has been a change of government. It began two years ago, when
the house of representatives became
Democratic by a decisive majority.
It has now been completed. The senate about to assemble will also be
Democratic The offices of president
and
have been put Into
the hands of Democrats. What does
the change mean? That Is the question that is uppermost In our minds
today. That Is the question I am going to try to answer, in order, if I
may, to interpret the occasion.
New Insight Into Our Life.
It means much more than the mere
success of a party. The success of a
party means little except when the
nation is using that party for a large
and definite porpose. No one can
mistake the purpose for which the
nation now seeks to use the Democratic party. It seeks to use it to interpret a change in its own plans and
point of view. Some old things with
which we had grown familiar, and
which had begun to creep into the
very habit of our thought and of our
lives, have altered their aspect as we
have latterly looked critically upon
them, with fresh, awakened eyes;
have dropped their disguises and
shown themselves alien and sinister.
Some new things, as we look frankly
upon them, willing to comprehend
their real character, have come to assume the aspect of things long believed in and familiar, stuff of our own
convictions. We have been refreshed
by a new Insight into our own life.
We see that In many things that
life Is very great It is Incomparably
great in its material aspects, in its
body of wealth, in the diversity and
sweep of its energy, in the industries
which, have been conceived and built
up by the genius of individual men
and the limitless enterprise of groups
of men. It is great, also, very great,
in its moral force. Nowhere else in
the world have noble men and women
exhibited in more striking form the
beauty and energy of sympathy and
helpfulness and counsel in their efforts
to rectify wrong, alleviate suffering,
and set the weak in the way of
strength and hope. We have built up,
moreover, a great system of government, which has stood through a long
age as In many respects a model for
those who seek to set liberty upon
foundations that will endure against
fortuitous change, againBt storm and
accident. Our life contains every
great thing, and contains it In rich
abundance.

Human Cost Not Counted,
But the evil has come with the
good, and much fine gold has been
corroded. With riches has come Inexcusable waste. We have squandered a great part of what we might
have used, and have not stopped to
conserve the exceeding bounty of nature, without which our genius for enterprise would have been worthless
and impotent, scorning to be careful,
shamefully prodf&al as well as admirably efficient. We have been proud of

our Industrial achievements, but we
have not hitherto stopped .thoughtfully enough to count the human cost,
the cost of lives snuffed out, of energies overtaxed and broken, the fearful physical and spiritual cost to the
men and women and children upon
whom the dead weight and burdun of
it all has fallen pitilessly the years
through. The groaus and agony of it
all had not yet reached our ears, the
solemn, moving undertone of our life,
coming up out of the mines and factories and out of every home where
the struggle had its Intimate and familiar seat. With the great government went many deep secret things
which we too long delayed to look
Into and scnuLrize with candid, fearless eyes. The great government we
loved has too often been made use of
for private and selfish purposes, and
those who used it had forgotten the
people.
At last a vision has been vouch,
safed ua of our life as a whole. We

Chief Items in Program.
We have come now to the soberf
second thought. The scales of heed- lessness have fallen from our eyes,1
We have made up our minds to squarei
every process of our national life!
again with the standards we so proud-- i
ly set up at the beginning and have
always carried at our hearts. Out
work Is a work of restoration.
We have itemized with some degree
of particularity the things that ought1
to be altered and here are some ot
the chief items: A tariff which cuts!
us off from our proper part in the?
commerce of the world, violates the-Just principles of taxation and makea'
the government a facile Instrument Ini
the hands of private Interests; a bank-- l
ing and currency system based upon
the necessity of the government to
sell its bonds fifty years ago and per-- j
fectly adapted to concentrating cash
and restricting credits; an industrial
system which, take it on all lt3 sides,
financial as well as administrative.
holdB capital In leading strings, restricts the liberties and limits the op- portunlties of labor, and exploits wlth-- j
out renewing or conserving the nat-- j
ural resources of the country; a body)
of agricultural activities never yet1
given the efficiency of great business
undertakings or served as It should bei
through the Instrumentality of science
taken directly to the farm, or afforded
the facilities of credit best suited to
its practical needs; water courses undeveloped, waste places unreclaimed,
forests untended, fast disappearing
w.luouc plan or prospect of renewal,
unregarded waste heaps at every mine.
We have studied as perhaps no other
nation ha3 the most effective means!
of production, but we have not studied
cost or economy as we should either!
as organizers of industry, as states-- !
men, or as individuals.
Matters of Justice.
Nor have we studied and perfected!
the means by which government may
be put at the service of humanity, itt
safeguarding the health of the nation,'
the health of its men and its women
and its children, as well as their rights
in the struggle for existence. This Is
no sentimental duty. The firm basis'
of government is justice, not pity.
These are matters of Justice. Therei
can be no equality or opportunity, thai
first essential ot Justice in the body;
politic, If men and women and cMl- -'
dren be not shielded in their lives,!
their very vitality, from the conse-- 1
quences of great Industrial and social
processes which they cannot alter,
control or singly cope wHh. Society
must see to It that it does not Itself
crush or weaken or damage its own
constituent parts. The first duty ot
law is to keep sound the society It
serves. Sanitary laws, pure food laws,1
and laws determining conditions of
labor which Individuals are powerless'
to determine for themselves are intimate parts of the very business of jus--'
'
tice and legal efficiency.
These are some of the things we
ought to do, and not leave the others'
j

undone,

.

f,

never-to-be- ?

the-righ-

heart-string-

see the bad with the good, the debased and decadent with the sound
and vital. With this vision we approach new affairs. Our duty is to
cleanse, to reconsider, to restore, to
correct the evil without impairing the
good, io purify and humanize every
process of our common life without
weakening or sentimentalizing it.
There has been something crude and
bean I. 'Kg and unfeeling in our haste to
Our thought has
succeed and be
been 'Lt every imni kuk out for blni-sellook out for we I
M every
grs-ut-

the

neglected, fundamental safeguarding!
of property and( of Individual right'
This Is the high enterprise of the neWi
day; to lift everything that concerns
our life as a nation to the light that'
shines from, the hearthflre of every
man's conscience and vision of
t
It is inconceivable that we'
should do this as partisans; it is inconceivable we should do It in ignor- ance of the facts as they.are or Ini
blind haste. We shall restore, not de-- 1
stroy. We shall deal with our economic system as it is and as it may
be modified, not as it might be if w
had a clean sheet of paper to writ
upon; and step by step we shall make.
It what It should be, in the spirit of!
those who question their own wisdom
and seek counsel and knowledge, not
shallow
or the excit
menl of excursions whither they can-- "
not tell. Justice, and only Justice.'
shall always be our motto.
Task Not One of Politics.
And yet it will be no cool process
of mere science. The nation has beitn,
deeply stirred, stirred by a solemn'
passion, stirred by the knowledge o
wrong, of Ideals lost, of government
too often debauched and made an instrument of evil. The feplings with
which we face this new age of right
and opportunity sweep across our
s
like some air out of
God's owi. presence, where justice and
mercy are reconciled and the judge
and the brother are one. We know
our task to be no mere task of politics,
but a task which shall soarch us
through and through, whether we be
able to understand our time and the
need of our people, whether we be indeed their spokeenien and Interpreters, whether we have the pure heart
to comprehend and the rectified will
to choose our high course of action.
This is not a day of tnuim.h; it ia
a day of dedication, Here muster, not
the forces of party, but the forces of
humanity. Men's hearts wait upon
lives himm tbe baliiin i i, u
hopes call upon us to but vim
will do. Who thaW
up L.i i , t '
no Oan-o,great trust?
l summon all Iwtu
i ,'..
j t
i
all forward'lool hn, si i, t
God belpiijg ii, t., 1 n; ; i
,
If tbey win L .1 i
, t
'
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his seat.

President Taft and PresidenWilson appeared at the
door four minutes after Mr.
Marshall. They . took seats in the
front row.. ? ,
When all the guests were assembled Vice President Marshall stepped
up to the desk at 12;34 o'clock and
took the oath.
The formal program of adjourning
the senate sine die and the organization of the "new senate over, Vice
President Marshall began to deliver
his inaugural address.
While Vice President Marshall was
swearing in new senators and re
turning ones, the remainder o the
company began the march to the
stands on the east front where the
Inauguration of Mr. Wilson was to
take, place. President Taft and Mr.
Wilson were greeted with loud cheers
as they came out the main door.
;
Picture Men or. the Job
a
In
of
front
the
presi-'Immediately
dentiar platform "Major General Leonard Wood and his staff held a space
clear.
Across the open space looma hundred
ed a battery of nearly
cameras and motion picture machines,
trained on the single spot where!
President Taft was to pass his man
Wil
tel of office to President-elec- t
son. Hack of tne west Kotnt caaets
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Tl'KSKAY,

son, Mr. Daniels,

Franklin L. Lane,
Representative William B. Wilson,
Porfessor Houston and the others of
the new cabinet were escorted to
seats as the crowd voiced its approval by cheers. Mrs. Wilson and her
daughters took seats close to the
square platform at the left At Mrs.
Wilson's reijuest Mrs. Marshall tooK
seat beside her. The two women
walked forward to the rail to look at
the crowd. The Wilson girls joined
them.
Mrs. Wilson Pleased
"Oh, isn't it wonderfuL" kjiwI Mrs
Wilson as she looked out over
the
immense gathering that extended, so
far that faces were not
recognizable.
At 1:29 o'ci.fcfc fie last,

Horse Rears at Wilson.
In the march lack to the White
House, a cavalry horse reared to-

ward the president's
and at
one time it looked as if he would
t
ui ii. A dozen
plant his
troopers frantically ruflied to grasp
the bridle, wht.s Fresident WHson
calmly leaned out cf Lis carriage and
patted the frightjntd orse on the

lotlraiut

and practically all the Wilson cabinet and their wives took places beside the president. President Wilson
passed between cheering throngs on
the way back to the White House.
The cheering was so constant that
he rode most of the way with his hat
in his hand.
Occasionally, in response to a fervid outburst, he waved
his hat good naturedly and smiled.
At the White House Mr. Taft said
Wilson and
goodbye to President
went to join Mrs. Taft and Mr.
Hi'iles to leave for Augusta.
The Inaugural procession, following the
presidential party at a slower pace,
began to wind from the Capitol to the
hite House and halted before passing through the court of honor until
a luncheon being given by the president to the inaugural committee was
over.
At its conclusion President
Wilson took his place in the stand
before the White House and the procession passed in review.
Wilson's First White House Luncheon
The luncheon at the White House
threatened to te'iy the procession
for some time and the crowd along
the street became restless. President Wilsin, however, cut the atfair
short and just afttr 3 o'clock he and
Mrs. Wilson went to the reviewing
stand and the great procession moved

J

ncu.

j

SPECIAL ORDER

Las Vejjas Light and Power Company
troop of Indiana. One thousand
Princeton men with touches of their
college colors, vied with the mount
ed escort In number and activity.
Mr. Taft and Mr. Wilson occupied
with members of the inaugur-j ferriages
al committee; Mr. Marshall and Sen
ator Gallinger, president pro tem of
the senate, following immediately in
another carriage with other members
of the committee; carriages following
with members of Mr. Taft's retiring

cabinet
Pennsylvania avenue and the main
thoroughfares converging at the capitol were packed from an early hour
of the day to witness this move of
the presidential party to the capitol.
Fiom the Wrhite House to the capitol
steel cables strung along the curb
held back the spectators and traffic
was suspended.
At the capitol the committee of arrangements was ready to conduct
Mr. Taft and Mr. Wilson to the marble chamber known as the president'3
room, just off the lobby leading to
the senate chamber. Others of the
committee waited to conduct Mr. Marshall and Senator Gallinger to the
vice president's room, at the opposite
end of the senate lobby.
The arrival of the presidential party was timed to bring it to the capitol
a full hour before the opening of the
actual inauguration ceremony at
noon. This was to give sufficient time
to Mr. Taft to sign bills being passed
in the last hour of the expiring
congress. The cabinet of
the outgoing president accompanied
him, to inspect the newly passed
bills pertaining to their departments
and to advise the president as to his
signature or veto.
Meanwhile the senate and house of
representatives were pressing matters
to a final conclusion, ia the hurry to
have all legislative business cleared
well before noon. In the house there
were the usual closing exercises,
with resolutions of thanks to the
speaker. It was the aim of the leaders to close the proceeceedings suf
ficiently beforenoon to permit the
house to
membershiD
of
the
march in a body to the sen- senate wing of the capitol, tnere
to take the seats set apart for them
in the senate chamber for the in
auguration ceremonies of the vice
Sixty-se-

cond

i

TOMORROW
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(Continued from Page One
mounted police and, turned into tha
legislative fund Jo repay the house
for a loss cf time in discussing
nat ha termed 'trivial charges.
When tha house met this afternoon
Tier were eighty bills on the calendar with probably twice a3 many
more la the hands of committees.
This has been & record session for
bills in both houses and up to today
309 bills have beea introduced In the
house alone. This is said to be
thirteen more than the highest number ever introduced before at a single session.
The house today refused to pass
the bill making It mandatory upon
the governor to appoint the five members of the sheep sanitary board from
a lust of ten men to be recommended by the New Mexico Wool Growers'
association. When introduced the
bill contained the same provlslson
with reference to the cattle sanitary
board, but this was taken out on Mr.
Tu'ily's statement that the governor
represented the cattle men- - and that
they were perfectly contented with
the present system.
Mr. Clancy, who poses as the governor's champion In the house, opposed the bill upon the ground that
it was oue more attempt to deprive
the governor of important powers.
House substitute for House Bill 51,
the Las Vegas grant bill, is on the
calendar and Is expected to be ink- f a up this afternoon. The senate is
in session this afternoon with the
Mil abolishing the mounted police
still occupying first place on the rnl- endar. It is believed, however, tnnt
action on this bin will again be deferred. Among the bills passed In
tha fenate yesterday afternoon was
the houe bill placing the state library under the control of the supreme court This bill now goes to
tre governor, by whom 't was vetoed
last year. Another bill passed by
the senate yesterday provides for
the completion of the scenic highway
between Las Vegas and Santa Fe.
I

LITTLE. WOOL DEMAND.
.
Very little do-Kosston, March:
u- - wool Is changing hands, with
vumre. showing en caster tendency,
li ;, r v, jn Hi" fiew clip I increasing
i.i t activ ti Idingi has not yet
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Store fieis Most Trade

d

yourself and see if you do not unconsciously, patronize the store that is
brightest most attractive. Why not realize now that your neighbor
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a genial hand of welcome makes
your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet. Tungsten
Electric Fixtures are most economical. You really shouWi find out today
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.

Wilson's guard of .honor, and near, the empty Spaee of
asphalt eamTa
them the Black Horse troop of Cul-- cheering mass of men
and women
"
'
Ver'
ha,s- - nags and coats
Wa"s
upward on.
X
. .
mil,!- winrt hlrtw over the s ands Lin th
a;
Of the
"
".uou
'
wiucul
sail
.
Select In n
and the West Point cadets and
Taft, the "Pedestrian."
ors ran about in little groups to re-- ! people touched the verv Former President Taft, accompan..., wo i
i
ur.o
I'lmufc-urastand, the military preserv ied by Mrs. Taft, Miss Taft and Mr.
tial party slowly assembled. The east tag their p!acea
and Mrs. Charles D. Hilles, left here
dlfflcuj
front of the" Capitol, sweeping down
at 3:38 o'clock for Augusta,
in the crowd shouted-froSomebody
today
...
the
a
-- dome i tot the Erround and out ' Throt, ""ma ior Jiiss
.Nellie Wil- - Ga., where they are to spend
as fru- as the. congressional library son" and a good Matured
month.
UaL cut
ana nei&uuui mug Hpiu uucui. wuuu- - up.
.As the former president entered
of
scene
tags presented a brilliant
his car he said to his friends who
cabinet Members all Present.
color- ,-, The Wilson cabinet on the stand said goodbye: "I am' now retiring to
ii as i:n
included all but James C. McRevnolds a pedestrian life."
cession to tie stand had got as far as the new attorney
general wh"0 h
the diplomatic corns, so slowly did it een unabIe t0
A Day of Ceemonies
iarit.dUoli
move. This was because many re- - t0 De
Washington, .March 4. Woodrow
presenL
presldent Taft '
.
mained behind to see the new sen- - !,ad
t
Wilson was today inauguated as presotnJ
Wll- ators sworn, in. President-elec- t
ident of the United States, with Thonis face M the crowfl
to
the burst iut(, R t
bowed
son and.Prestdent Tat
R. Marshall as vice president
mas
,augh
crowd as they took their seats in the onQ yeUec, .V)here jfl
scenes of stirring animation and
amid
Teddj,,
center of the platform.
c'
with
impressive ceremonies, marked
It
v3,
President-elec- t
Wilson sat at the Uce
in the main by simplicity, and yet reWh,
right of. President Taft while Vice y aroge
taining that degree of dignity, with
President Marshall took his seat at
some
of the pomp and spectacular
u ne 3aUl 01
the left of President Taft at the edge offlce
which inevitably attaches to
display
'
.
.
of the platform and talked with Sen- of a new chief executive
the
induction
Cheers v. jnen greeted the rising,
ator Bacon.
of
nation.
the
...
to
a
hlish
wnile U)e chie
mi
k
Clark Is Cheered
The elaborate ceremonies of the
tbe cath to the presij.jut.
repeated
cheers
and
A burst of applause
fixed program coverday
8ted on a lower lev. ing followed a five
ereeted Champ Clark as he passed on eI- chmh
hours. It began president
practically
t
on
ge of
Senate galleries were thronged ear
to the lnausural stand at the bead of
with
the drive of the
in
the
morning
tbe P,a,for m and PeOT "P a her hU8'
assemblage in
t
the line of house members.
and vice ly with a brilliant
president, president-electhe and as he repeat the oath after the president-elec- t
.Major General Wood directed
from the White House which women largely predominated,
iiistlce at l:oa o clock.
In a
i
i"1' imnnn Wnre tbe cnief
to tbe capitol, where until noon Mr. their gowns and hats giving a gala
Ulirbtiis ill
moment her daughter. Margaret,
guests had all been seated and the
Taft was occupied with the meas- appearance to the upper portion of
- ed another chair forward and joined
gradually edged toward the hiures passed in the closing hours of the chamber. The diplomatic gallerSneaker Clark ber. A moment later as President the
nlaiform.
ies were strictly reserved for the famcongress.
Wilson Wilson began big inaugural address
leaned toward President-elec-t
The inauguration of Vice President ilies of the, repreaeitafives of foreign
and the two ehoQk hands, bringing Mrs. Marshall joined them and peered Marshall was fixed to occur shortly af- governments, and' the president and
over the rail.
e
from the crowd.
ter noon, along with the assembling vice president's galleries for the
Lieutenant Commander Rodgers, of
Gets an Ovation
of the incoming and outgoing
the new senate and the swearing
r
Applause came fim the crowds naval alde at the White House, plac-nea- In of the new senators. Following executives. Until the ceremonies of
the entrance of the Capitol door.ed chairs for the other women and this, toward 1 p. tn., the chief cere- inaugurating the new vice president
as former Speaker Cannon emerged,) they stood on tiptoe for a nc?r view mony of the day, the inauguration of began these animated galleries were
"
swelling' Into a larger volume asjof the proceedings.
President Wilson, occurred at the the center of attraction.
Wilson Brought His Canet
William J. Bryan came worward with)
The program provided for the" enfront of tbe Capitol. Then came
east
p
While President Wilson was
the other guest comprising the mem-- !
the return of the presidential party trance of the supreme court, the
cabin-Jerinload
van
the
first
his
address,
of President Wilson's
to the White House and the review, house and other bodies at specified
et. Governor Fielder, successor toior tne wuson ramiiys
Deiongiuss of the niatigural imrade. lasting well intervals, from 11:30 to noon, leading
Wilson As governor of, reached the White House from Prince-NePi esident-elcct- ,
up to the actual ceremonies. While
along into the afternoon.
out to the stand ton. There were seven trunks, 11 suit
Jersey,-camWilson and Mr. Marshall bad the supreme court was being anMr.
case, It umbrellas and several walk- - remained with their families at their nounced and the sombre-robewith Senator Marline.
jusBurleMr. Redfield, Representative
ing s'Jcks. There also reached the. hotel through the night As the hour! tices, ajccompanied by the officers of
the, court, found large leather chairs
approached for opening today's
in'thje
wera
placed along the front row of the
they
joined by
CENT "DANDERINE" FOR FALLING
augural committee of cotwrress.made: chamber, facing tbe vice president,
ud of Senators Crane. Bacon, and Ov and at his right, the diplomatic corps.
and Representatives Rncker, brilliantly arrayed in full state
HAIR erman, and
HAIR AND DANDRUFF-GRO- WS
McKinley. To this com- - tume, assembled In the outside Co- .. . . .1
I -- ( ,1
r. t a
...
t
4a Aula, tn
nvArtavnf
v
uuu.
was
nuttee
assigned uio ujtsi iuuc- court
When the Bupreme
was anHAIR TONICS USE OLD, tion of importance In the day's proDON'T PAV 50 CENTS FOR WORTH LESS
""ceedings, that of conducting the new nounced. Chief Justice White leading
- RELIABLE, HARMLESS "DA NDERINE" GET RESULTS
piesident and vice president to the the procession entered the" senate
greeting chambes, followed by Associate JusWhite House forformal
from
or
Danderine
store
any drug
This, brittle, colorless and scraggy
followed
Hughes,
President
by tbe tices Lamar,
McKenna,
with'
Taft,
hair is mute evidence of a neglected toilet counter, and after the first apto tho Holmes, Lurton, Day, Van Devanter
the
of
party
presidential
drive
will
say it was the hest
salp; of dandruff that awful scurf. plication you
Mr. Wilson and family, and and Pitney.
There i Botblnf bo destructive to investment you ever made. Tour hair capitol.Marshall
The presentatives of foreign nations
remained at the hotel
Mrs.
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair will Immediately take on that life,
later by came next headed by Ambassador Jus- to
escorted
the
capitol
be
to
beauand
so
lustre
luxuriance
which
is
and
its very
of its lustre. Its strength
serand, of France, dean of the diplofeverlsh-nes- s tiful.
It will become wavy and fluffy a military aide.
life; eventually producing a
the
the
for
presi- matic corps In the absence of the
escort
Meantime
abund-dance- :
have
and
the
which
of
appearance
and itching of the scalp,
the
an Incomparable gloss and dential party was assembling in the venerable Baron Hengelmuller,
If not remedied causes the hair roots
House.
of
who
is
ambassador
White
Austria,
the
absent
adjoining
will
please you' parkways
to shrink, loosen and die then the softness, but what
most will be after Just a few weeks Foremost In this wort was the Es from hi post on leave and is not to
,
hair falls out fast
use, when you will actually see a lot sex troop from Mr. Wilson's own .return.
A little Patiderlne tonight now
,
With
from lr. Mar-- J The lit. Hon. Jamw Ilryce, th
new hair grow- - ttata
nyt!ma will nurtly save your hair. of fine, downy hair
rude
next, follow.
the I'lMck Honw j Hri'luh juniMtmuior,
tlmlt't
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BILL IS

SALARY

glands.

Mother's Friend Is an external remedy,
acts quickly and not only banishes all distress In advance, but assures a speedy and)
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
to
strength preserved
thoroughly enjoy the
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered
for expectant mothers.
Write to Bradneld Regulator Co., 128
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their free
It is most Instructive.
book, Write

Well-Lighte-

Where do you trade, Mr. Merchant? Just watch

1

15 t-elect
65 same

Cae Month
One Year

carry into thecrowd, but as he ruined it he secured close attention, which
held throughout the reading of the address. Although he had memorized
much of the address, he adhered
closely to the reading ol the manu-

and pain, kept her In health of mind and
body In advance of bahy's coming and had
a most wonderful Influence In developing a
healthy, lovely disposition In the child.
There Is no other remedy bo truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
the pain and discomfort caused by the nvek.
strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those
At the Whiu
House
reviewing
fibres and muscles which nature Is expanding and soothes the Inflammation of breast stand Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bryan

Mr. Marshall entered the chamber
for the second twin at 12:30 and took

W-.-

The

script

The justices of the supreme court
The old saying what Is home without
Catered at the postot'fice at East headed by Chief Justice White, in
mother (should add "Mother's Friend."
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- - their sombre robes of office, present- a In
thousands of American homes there
'
10'i through the United Suites mailt
ing a marked contrast to the bril Is a bottle of this splendid and famous remedy that has aided many a woman throned
a? second class matter.
liantly garbed diplomats who fo- the trying oritcol, saved her from stiflerlng
TFRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Csr
Copy

White House a large cake which grac
ed the Wilson dinner table last evening. It was surmounted by a brown
donkey and a purple elephant President Wilson's voice at first tailed, to

ed in order of seniority by. Count Von and President-elec-t
Wilson
at the
Bornstorff, the ambassador from Ger- main door of the senate, escorted by
many; Toueoff Zia Pacha, the am- the committee on arrangements, and
bassador from Turkty; the Marquis the entrance of Mr. Marshall
and
Cuisani Confalomeri, the ambassador Senator Gallinger, also escorted by
from Italy; Senor de Gama, the am- the same committee, the stage was
bassador from Brazil; George Bakhma-teff- , set for the inauguration of the new
the ambassador from Russia; vice president.
the Viscount Chlnda, ambassador
First in the order of the proceedfrom Japan and followed by. the min- ings was the
administering of the
isters and their suites from Portugal, oath of office to Vice President MarBolivia, Salvador, Netherlands, Vene- shall. Arising from his seat among
zuela, Switzerland, Greece, China, the senators, the new vice
president
Spain, Ecudaro, Norway, Nicaragua, was escorted to the senate rostrum,
Cuba, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile,
to the right of the presiding officer.
Haiti, Guatemala, the Domin- The office of vice president being
ican Republic, Peru, Sweden, Siam, vacant by the death of James S. SherColombia, Honduras, Denmark, Pan-am- a man, the administration of thev oath
and Persia. The ambassadors to the new vice president fell to the
and ministers had seats immediately lot of Senator Gallinger. This was
behind the space reserved for the a brief ceremony, followed with imcabinet
pressive silence, as the oath was
Meanwhile the house of representa- clwoly repeated by the new official,
tives, formed in double line down the standing with
hand.
long cornor toward tne House wing
Vice President Marshall had now
of the capitol, aDd accompanied by been
formally Installed as the presidsoon to take places
the members-elec- t
ing officer of the senate. This much
in the next congress, marched slow- accomplished, the senate of the Six
ly to the senate door, and, headed by
congress adjourned sine die,
Speaker Clark, for whom a seat had to reorganize immediately as the new
been "placed on the rostrum at the senate of the !Sixty4hird
congress,
left of Senator Gallinger, as president with its new
presiding officer directpro tempore of the senate, found ing Its affairs. A prayer by the
seats reserved on the west side of the
chaplain of the senate was the first
chamber, the east being held for sen formal action of the newly organized
ators and others.
senate. With this solemn function
Other places reserved in the .cham over, Vice President Marshall delivber were for Admiral Dewey and his ered his
inaugural address.
aide; Major General Leonard Wood,
It remained only to complete the
chief of staff of the army, and his
organization bf the new senate by
aide, and officers of the army and
Bel-glu-

navy, who by name .have received
the thanks of congress. Among these
were Rear Admiral Peary, the distinguished Ajretic explorer. Wh.en
this part of the program was carried
out the next move was to escort the
and vice
president, president-elec- t
to the chamber. The
pi esldent-elec- t
tw most conspicuous seats In the
chamber were reserved for Mr. Wil
son and Mr. Marshall, both of which
faced the presiding officer, Mr.' Wilson's in the front row to the right of
the main aisle, and Mr. Marshall's to
the left. Seats for the cabinet and
the committee on arrangements were
close by.

With the entrance of President Taft

administering the oath to senators reelected or newly elected to the body.
The returning democratic senators
to take the oath were: Bankhead,
of Alabama; Bacon, of Georgia; Simmons, of North Carolina; Tillman, of
South Carolina; Sheppard of Texas,
and Martin, of Virginia.
The
republicans were:
of Towa;
Borah, of Idaho; Kenyon,
Nelson, of Minnesota, and farren, ol''"

Wyoming.

The new democratic members of
the body were John T. Robinson, of
Arkansas; John F. Shafroth, of Colo
rado; William Saulsbury, of Dela- (Continued on page flve.
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The Last Word In Millinery

pull-crow- d

,,rai

Latest Shapes In Trimmed Hats
"
$5.00 to S20.00

Sixty-secon-

fam-ilis-

more-applaus- e

A great millinery showing Come and enjoy the many
display Thit is to be a Season of Gorgeous Color Tones
The lime light turns on the Best Spring Styles. First one,
and then another momentarily surpasses in flight of fancy, in
fold"

j

brilliancy

of conception.

deliv-bcrshi-

g

Unequaled Variety of Women's
Spring Suits From SIS to $40

d

prelusive novelty effects in shepherd checks and Black
and White stripes very extensivefy shown.1 Beautiful beyond
our power, of description. Ready now, for your inspection.
"
"
'
............
.., ..

tere-n'oni-

'

;
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Women's Coats ot Every Kind In
Approved 1913 Styles
Many a journey taken in search of just the right Coat
ends fight here; for we are able to say that we have covered
the entire field of Coat uses and siyles, and can, we believe,
meet your every want and fancy .
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DO YOUR. BANKING WITH

Nate Hart has located in Albuquer-

PEOPLES BANK

FOH ALLOWING

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEX.

que.

E. P. Kearney of Watrous is a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Joe Hile o Watrous is here lor
a short visit with friends.
H. A. Hube was in the city today
from his ranch on the mesa.
Dr. Li. A. Thompson of Watrous
was a visitor in the city today.
Ed Todhunter of Watrous was a
business visitor in the city today.
H. W. Kelly left this afternoon on
& short business trip to Trinidad.
Aba'iino Baca of Las Conchas was
a business visitor in the citf today.
Mrs. Fetterman of Watrous was in
Las Vegas on a short business visit
'
'
today.
A. J. Gerard returned to his ranch
on the mesa today after a short visit
Id the city.
William Harper and Frank Clark
left this afternoon for Raton on a
"business trip.
L. N. Muck of Lincoln came In
last night on a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
W. M. Allen of French came in
from that place last night on a short
business visit
P. L, Dawson of Trinidad came in
this afternoon from that place on a
short business visit
W. M. Calkins came in last night
from Onava to meet his family who
arrived yesterday from Chicago.
A. A. Gallegos, member
of the
board of county commissioners, left
this afternoon for his home at
Villa-nuev-

Mr. and Mrs. James Rutledge left
today for Kansas where they will remain for some time, visiting in various cities.
W. J. Stehle, representative for
the Morris Packing company, is in
the city on his weekly visit. He lives
in Albuquerque.
A. A. Jones returned last night from
Santa Fe, where he has been attending the meeting of the democratic
central committee.
Mrs. Fred Carlver of
Lansing,
Mich., who has teen in the city for
some time visiting her parents, left
this afternoon for home.
Fred Brefeld, manager of the local
office of the Continental Oil company.
lpft this afternoon for Hot Springs,
Arkansas, on a vacation.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway
company, returned this afternoon from
I.os Lunas where he has. been on
n ess.

Mrs. Ben Williams, wife of Chief
Special Service Officer Williams of
the Santa Fe Railway company, is in
the ctiy for a short visit. She lives
in Albuquerque.
Mrs. A. C. Raiilard of Gallup, who
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Bowen for the past two weeks, left
this afternoon for Merrill, Wis., to
attend the golden wedding of her

mother.
Rev. H. Percy Silver of Topeka,
came in this afternoon from Albuquerque and will address the members
of ,th"e" St. Paul'f Memorial church tonight. Rev. Silver is the secretary
of the southwestern department of the
i
Episcopal church.
Mrs. Elmer Bailey, left today for
Oyerbrook,' Kansas, where Mr. Bailey
has a ranch and will locate. Mr.
Bailey was an engineer on the railroad with headquarters here, but has
resigned and will take up farm life.
He left last week for Kansas.
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the energy of
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By having a regular morning'1'
dish of
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Grape-Nut- s
o.nd cretvm.
A single package of this

food, from any
grocer, will make many
breakfasts crisp, appetizing
and full of substantial, well-- .
balanced nourishment.
ready-to-e-

at

Thousands'eat Grape-Nut- s
and cream for breakfast.
Trial tells why
"Tlu-re'-

s

a
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Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
f

President

Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Cha. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L, Batchelor, Clemente Padilla. Jose A.
Baca, Cecilio Kosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix Esquibel, J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
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Another, Border Fight
'
Douglal, 'Ariz., March 4. Another
COMPANY H READY
skirmish happened at 10 a. m. today
between the Ninth cavalry troops
and Mexican federal roldiers from i
TO GO TO BATTLE
Agua Prieta', across the International
border, one and one halt' miles southto the INCREASED INTEREST IN DRILL
east of Douglas. Mexicans
number of 509 fired on the bordedr
IS BEING TAKEN BY LAS VEpatrol at a dlstancp of 250 yarrtg.
GAS ORGANIZATION
In answer to a hurry call Troops E
and F and a; machine gun platoon of
By "the first of next week Company
the Ninth cavalry were rushed to the H, First Infantry, New Mexico Na
place whqiirt ,,the Mexicans had fired tional Guard, will he In condition to
on the patrol squad. A rapid fire was go to Mexico should It be called out
put, in.;itmmediate operation in addi for service. At the drill held last
tion to a hot fire from the negro cav- tiight 40 members of the- company
J'k
"'
alrymen's Rifles.''. ''
turned out In the Indoor 'rifle range
'
'
"The Mexican sold!enr returned the Lax the
armory guns were heard crack-- '
fire with spirit, but soon retreated to
.ing all evening. The men are' work
Maa line pf trenches dug durlpp-th- e
ing hard In their markman Alp pracdero revolt 'On reaching 'the trenchtice, and as soon as the weather will
es the firing ceased. Whether any
permit hikes will be taken into the
cans Were killed or wounded Is
surrounding country.
not known. None of the American
An examination for the
troopers was- lilt.
officers will be held at the, next
Colonel ; Quilfoyle
took personal drill. An
inventory is being taken
command of tles troop near the scene in the armory and new apparatus Is
of . today's . fighting, which is hut a being installed. The athletic equiprepetition of what occurred Sunday ment of the armory has not been
when Mexican federals and United used much
lately but interest has reStates troops fought for a half hour vived and various pieces of apparatus
line. The f this kind are
over the International
being Installed. The
American soldiers are drawin up this basketball team Is practicing and
afternoon in & skirmish Hue awaiting hopes to be the strongest bunch In
A bullet from the
further dvelopnients.
city when the big meet comes off.
the Mwcift'in Bide- tore through a ranch A dance will be given by the combouse' on' "the American side, Injuring pany oon after Lent and afler that
no one. J, IX islunford, department plans will bo ftrrariRPd for the stale
of Jimtido uxiMit, and iX'puty United encampment which ii Ut be held her
!mm-ito thin
r
gi4!M 'Maruhhl Uojildtm
on (Mi line ritii?i' north of
be uil tli" H':Hi
i't loiliiy'tl lirliits
Luis Vi (

'

;
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOH
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(Continued from Page Four)
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Will Try to Conciliate Orozco.
Ricardo
l Pao, Tex., March 4
prices
Chicago, March 4. Wheat
Garcia Granados and his peace com- leaned to the bear side today because
Provisional of rains in the Ohio valley and favormission
representing
President Huerta, left here early to able conditions elsewhere in the win
day for Ahumada to pay a visit to ter crop belt A liberal increase in

the European visible supply was also
an influence against the bulls. Opening figures were the same as last
lower. May started
night's to V8
off
to 91, unchanged to
at 91
and declined to 91. The close was
net lower at
firm with May &
91

1,050

IN ACCORDANCE

To be on the safe side when buying
baking pcv.der, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

General Pascuai Orozco, Jr., rebel
commander. The meeting will be predeputy.
liminary to the general congress of
Coincident with Azcona's arrival rebe'i chiefs and Huerta envoys to
in the capital, secret service men dis' be held in El Paso this week.
covered a large stock of arms and
ammunition in the village of Cuau-titla- n
and arrested a number of sus- RONEY'S BOYS ARE A
Some
of these
pected persons.
said they were working under the
WONDERFUL BUNCH
direction of Azcona.
Manuel Bonilla, former minister of
fomento,' protests his Innocence of JUVENILE MUSICIANS
ARE EX'
with conspiracy
any connection
TREMELY PROFICIENT IN USE
against the government. He has
OF INSTRUMENTS.
claimed immunity from arrest and
this has been guaranteed by the senaLas Vegas people In general and
tors but he has been officially ad- the school children In particular are
vised not to leave the federal district.
looking forward with a great deal of
Claims Maderos are Conspirators
pleasure to Friday, March 14, when
The departure of the members of the Roney's Boys' concert will be givthe Madero ' family from Havana for en in the Duncan opera house, afterthe United States, has checked the noon and evening. The Roney's boys
Mexican government's plan to ask the are musicians of much fame and
Cuban government to surrender them play the classics and
popular music
as alleged conspirators. It is not be- with the greatest ease and correctlieved that1 the United States govern- ness.
ment' will be!'asked" to grant-theMany amusing Incidents have oc;"
extradition. "
curred on account of the name
With Saltillo once more held by "Roney's Boys," by which are known
the government troops, the war de- all over the country the five wonderdirect a campaign ful youngsters which Mr. Roney will
partment will
against the rebel governor, Carranza, bring to this city for a concert on
with fresh, energy. Troops have been Friday, March 14. Being from difmoved southward from Monterrey to ferent families in different
states,
work in. connection with those clos- the boys are, of course, not re'iated
ing in behind Carranza, and it ap- to Mr. Roney, their trainer and manpears he ''must either fight or surren- ager, but conductors and hotel men
der soon. ' y
persist in talking to the boys in all
Emilio Raba", the New Mexican am seriousness about their
"papa" and
bassador to the United States, is not the youngsters find the mistake an
expected to assume his post before endless source of amusement
The
the last, week in March.
first "Roney's Boys" chose the name
Praylngfpr the Victims
themselves many years ago, before
The altars of almost every church the lads of the present company were
in the federal capital were hung with born. The name has become a tradeblack today while the priests pro- mark of immense value to Mr. Roney,
nounced,1 a serjjce for the late Fran- who Is
Indefatigable in his efforts to
cisco I. Madero and those who were
keep his company up to the standard
killed during the ten days' battle in he has
established, notwithstanding
the streets of Mexico City.
the yearly changes In his personnel.

IS

INAUGURATION

against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.

Life.

Juan Sanchez Azcona, formerly. private secretary of Francisco Madero,
has returned to public life here. He
is continually Watched by secret service, men who received information
that he was connected with a new
plot. Stared at by congressmen and
hissed by spectators in the galleries,
he walked down the aisle of the
chamber of deputies to his seat yes
terday. He had been ill at Pueblo
for some time and his absence from
the capital gave rise to rumors that
he had been executed. His first act
on returning' to the' capital was to
occupy his seat in the chamber as a

i

j

Board of Directors

CHEAP!

o
war office will call on Pascuai
to proceed against him. Jesus
Morales, called the ''one eyed" has
arrived, at Puebla to confer with federal authorities concerning his surrender.
Lara of tne state of
Hidalgo, was brought to the capital
last night to undergo examination as
to alleged irregularities while he was
In office. The Mexican congress will
meet tomorrow to discuss the amnesintroduced by Provisional
ty bill
President Huerta.

;FR.UST CO.

.OFFICERS.

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice

Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
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May corn opened at last night's lev-a52
The close
and fell to
for May, V under
was steady, at 52
l,

52.

last night.
May oats, which started unchanged
at 34, held at 3334.
Provisions weakened under liberal
offerings due to a decline at the
to 15
yards. First sadea were
lower, with May at $20.30 for pork;
to $10.80 for lard and $10.72
$10.77
for ribs.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 91; July 90; Sep
tember 89.
Corn, May 52; July 53; September 54.
Oats, May 34; July 34; September

25

33.

ware; William H. Thompson, of Kan1
I f5S;---i
sas; Ollie M. James, of Kentucky;
j
of
E.
Louisiana;
Ransdell,
Joseph
James K. Vardaman of Mississippi;
OVERLAND HGDEI59T
Thomas J. Walsh, of Montana; William Hughes, of New Jersey; Harry
Telephone or call and we will have pur demonstrator
Lane of Oregon, and John K. Shields,
of Tennessee.
show you.
The new republicans were: Edwin
W.
C. Burleigh, of
Maine; John
Weeks, of Massachusetts; George W.
Las Vegas AotcmoliilB & Rlacblne Co
Norris, of Nebraska; L. B. Colt, of
Rhode Island, and Thomas Sterling of
Phone Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
South Dakota.
I
At this point the Inaugural ceremonies passed from the stage of quiet
senate
and
of the
solemnity
Chamber to one full of color and animation as the outdoor exercises of ad
ministering the oath to the new president began at the ast front of the
capitol. In the shadow of the great
dome an immense stand to hold thousands had been erected. At the front
and center of this vast stage were arranged the seats for President Taft
Wilson.
Chief
and President-elec- t
Justice White, about to administer
the oth of office, was seated at the
Flankright of the president-elect- .
ing this central group were the associate justices of the supreme court,
the vice president senators and forAND
mer senators. Back of them were
$3.93
CASH
ranged the members of the house of
ambassadors
and
the
representatives
RBQULAR RETAIL VAUfB.
We pflw fcwed several earloaf of this besntifal dtiiDer-wsBtd rmr
and ministers of foreign nations. In
fere purchase enabled ib m aau facto re r to give as aa exctaitiT desivi
and a very low price. We are charging part of trjQ ooaft to "adreruamff
here and there were governors of
asfc
a
to
and
ol the actual cost of the
yon
omy
pay
xpense."
t. It Is of 3 beaotifui "Cosmos" pnrceaLafre
deniKQ and cannot be !nplk&&ted fa
states, many of them with their showy
for leas than i)4 in any retail china store. It is gu&rnufd
b boi
Suaiity
and
ounwfvM.
staffs of military and civil officials.
There la a coupon la every saelr of LARABHS'St Floor. Sencf vn
3.&s
in cash, draft, postal or exprea money order, and we will
vrapons and
Members of the retiring cabinet, of
end yon one of these beautiful seta by freitrnt.
and
Address
to The China Department of the Lara bee Flour coupocs
Muta CompaAt
ficers of the army and navy, and rep
da btnfton, K ansa a. Be cmre to write your name and adJrean plain!?.
The coupons in LARABEbTo r iour are aio guod for P.er feurenruv
resentatives of the various branches
and other valuable premiums Aak ior deacripuve
circular.
of the federal government also had
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
their places on the broad platform.
LLFO Flour that makes Baking a De!;;M
Facing the Inaugural platform a
dense crowd of spectators packed the
wide plaza and struggled for vantage
points, while ifurther back the long
lines of military and oivio organizations took position to await the fof the oath as it is prescribed by , the executive had beea inaugurated.
constitution:
mation of the parade.
The president at once began his fci.
"I do solemnly swear for affirm
With this setting of animation, all
augnral address.
attention was directed to the two cen-tra- l that I will faithfully executa the of
At the conclusion of the inaugural
figures of the assemblage the fice or president of the United States. awdress, the program called for tue
president-elec- t
about to take the oath and will to the best of my ability, senate to return to its chamber, eithof office, and the chief justice of the pieserve, protect and defend the con er to confirm appointments or adsupreme court, ready to administer stitution of the United States."
journ to a later day, while tha hoaaa
The president-elec- t
the oath. These two, rising from
repeated, the stands adjourned to the date of tie
their seats, stood together at the cen- oath word for word, and kissed the extra session to be called by tta
ter of the platform, the chief justice open Bible. It was over. A new pres-de- new president .At the head of ike
had come into office..
with the Bible open in his hands, the
inaugural procession the president
At the moment of conclusion of the rode back to the Whita IIoum to represident-elec- t
with uplifted right
oath a presidential salute of 21 pins view the pagent and berfn the fl u
hand.
repeated boomed out the news that a new. chief ties of his office.
Slowly the chief justice
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
r,

Pork, May $20.32;. July $20.05
Lard, May $10.80; July $10.72;
September $10.70.
Ribs, May $10.72; July $10.65;
September $10.65.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 4. In the belief
that the rally had been pushed as far
as was expedient, room traders In
Wall street sold stocks moderately
today. New Haven stock sold down
to 123, the lowest for a quarter of

a century. Can responded to continual pressure for both accounts.
Among the general run of stocks fluctuations were trivial and slight losses
for the most part were made" up before noon.
The bonds were steady.
The last sales were as follows:
70
Amalgamated Copper
113
bid
Sugar,
Atchison

102

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States SteeJ, pfd

99
153
61
108
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Interest Pevid On Time Deposits

Per Cent
A Free Trial Package la Mailed to
Every One Who Writes.
A. L, Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N, Y has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
paint without the use of oil. He calls
it Powdrpaint. It comes In the form
of a dry powder and all that is required In cold watgr to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as durable as oil paint It adheres to any
surface, wood, stone or hrick, spreads
and looks like oil paint and costs
as much.
about
Write to Mr. A. L. r.ico, Manuf'r.,
230 North St., Adama, N. Y., and he
will tend yu n free trial package,
also color card $nl full hifornmiion
you can sve 6
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25o per 108 lbs,
a
verv much afraid that I shall soon be and
that he is Mayoi have a better character and finer FOR SALE
200 lbs, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
30c per 100 lbs,
f nervous prostration and the docacquaintances
two
and
harness
Horse,
I have also a great deal of dan- Arthur Jenklnson Grubbe."
flavor than the eggs of the hot sum50 lbs. to .200 lbs.. Each Delivery
40o per 100 lbs.
tors medicines do not seem to help bald.
buggies. Inquire 716 Seventh St
to Itch."
food
causes
the
mer
stammered
which
when
the
of
"But
he
my
gov
druff
the
lBn't,"
scalp
weather,
am
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery
BOo per 109 lbs.
thin
and
getting
me. I am very
ernor. "You are the mayor and no fowls Is more varied and the summer
thinner every day. What would yon Answer: You ran stop your hair body else can claim the title. By the heat has lessened their vitality.
make
from falling, cure dandruff and
to Kinj
prescribe?"
Eggs that are stored at the right
way, aren't you related
will George of England?"
room FIRST class room and board, intemperature in a
Answer: Take the tonic prescrib- jour hair soft nn fluffy if you
4 oz. jar of plain yellow
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Arthur Jenklnson Grubbe stood still will give off a large part of the odors
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
ed and you will be strong in a few purchase a
amazement.
absorbed.
In
other
have
the
at
stared
direcand
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
use
Lasting
to
they
according
weeks. You will gtUn flesh and your niinyol and
more than a week old are not
"How did you know that?" he whis
Eggs
OFFICE 701 D0UGLA8 AVENUE
will
naa
It
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healthy
promote
their
to
nerves will be restored
halt- strictly fresh, hut if they are pro FOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four "30
his
I'm
Dered
"Yes,
huskily.
Gas Tractor will plow your land
tural strength. Ot syrup of kypo- growth of hair and brings back the brother. And to be frank with you,' duced right and go quickly Into the
& ozs.,
ca intense natural color.
tincture
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will
kind
of
a
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"I
retain
comp.
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
he
they
storage
right
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of King Ferdinand of Bulgaria.
Virgil H. Campbell,
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The caucus of the fact we used to play together on the exception ot a taste of the straw
New Mexico.
PREPARING FOR EXTRA SESSION the leadership.
board walk at Atlantic City when we board surrounding them, for several
j democratic nouse miners is not exYth
Washington, D. C. March
to develop anything of great were children. Won't you walk this months, and will be as sweet and
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national
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the change in the
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interest. If present expectations are way?"
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now
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extra
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necessary,
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Remedy judged
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eggs will be at hand.
"And you you look as though you of new-laicession of congress which will assem-bl- ocrats now on the ways and means
by this standard has no superior. Peothe
of
were
blood,"
mayoi
kingly
ple everywhere speak of it in the
four weeks from today. The committee and fill the democratic
Unique Signs In France.
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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LOCAL NEWS

PARISIAN
DRY CLEANERS

Regular dance tomorrow night at
P. B. ball. Adv.
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

tfl clittet of Dry
in Lidtet' and Uea't

Armour A
LEA

The new 1913
STIRGIS

ON INTER-

ESTING SUBJECT; FREE.
Steel-Go-Car- ts

Ckma-in- g

goods.

oe-- i

The Good Book says: "In the
ginning God created the Heavens and
HATS CLEASED
the earth. All things were made by j
AND BLOCKED
Him, and without Him was cot anything mads that was made. Behold
Ve Call tod Deliver
;
He pronounced it all very good."
Did He make a Terr eooi hei?
PHONE MAIN 35
. his theme will be disscused from
an actor's viewpoint at the Browne j
theater tonight at g o'clock by W.
Horace Bendy of San Francisco. In j
WEEKLY
addition to a most interesting and
profitable lecture, several attractive
musical numbers ;I1 feature on the
FOR
program. Xo seats wiil be reserved.
No admission fee. Tfc? leetnre is en
CLUB TO
COMMERCIAL
HOLD tirely free.
AFFAIRS EVKid Ckrm,

Mrs. Seneca Cline is seriously ill
at her home on Railroad Kvenue.

Cxi--

U'

JUST ARRIVED

MAN

YOUNG

WILL LECTURE

523 SIXTH STREET

BELL?

BUM'S TIME

FRANCISCO

SAN

we do

Try a dram of Old Ttrtor
at the Opera Ear. Adv.

15

to'

6:43

CHEATED

Lre, etc.

The Best and Cheapest
on the Market

j

;

V Be Sure

NLTt SILVER GREY CARTS
NEW EEED SIDE CASTS.

!

Alfred Deal has resigned his
as machinist at the Whalen

flpswiJ

nrzLi yVucjjcytcri - J5jLs

(ytLjy

J

J. E. Moore haa gone to work in
the store department of the Santa Fe
Railway company.
Dr. M. P. DesMarias is again uble
to be out after a short iltness which
confined him to his home.

.

All With the Sfurgis Luxury Back

J

IJO005TEH5

J. C. Johnsen
LocaJ

&

Exclusive Agents.

Son

R

ERY FRIDAY NIGHT.

6

6

LDNKS

and See (he New Styles V

J. H. SteamS,

Grocer

Two cars of race horses passed
through this afternoon from El Paso
At the meeting of the board of di- BOYS' EXHIBITION
on their way to eastern tracks.
rectors of the Commercial club iast
W. H. Surk officially trxieived
Finch's Golden "Wedding Eye, aged night,
THURSDAY NIGHT
his office of secretary. The board
in the wood. Direct from the distilalso extended its thanks to George A.
lery to you. At the ixibby, of course.
Fleming for the capable manner in YOUTHFUL Y. M. C. A MEMBERS
Adv.
which he had performed his duties
WILL SHOW THEIR SKILL IN
as secretary of the Commercial club.
O. G. Schaefer is
reported to be Mr.
THE GYMNASIUM.
Fleming held that office for nearrecovering from his siege of illness,
five
has
years aid
always given
but is still unable to be at his place ly
ms test efforts to the success of the
Tharsdar idzht at the Y. L C
of business.
club in boosting Las Vegas.
j the boys'
iass wiU give another ex- Tlie directors a)so instructed Mr. J hibltion of gymnasium work. At this
All members of Las Vegas lodge Stark to
investigate the matter of ! eihibilion a medlpv of sotza win be
No. 408 B. P. O. Elks are requested
hich will) sung by the boys.
posts for sicus
This class has
to meet at the club toiiight at 8 providing
De placed on various roaoways m i now about
thirty beys ia regular e
o'clock to discuss a matter of
n
surroundin? country. This work j tendance and gives interesting
completed will be a great ben- - bitions. On this same evening the
efit to the public is the roads are nn- - j stars of the business men's class will
Lee SIcCullough, who has been em- marked, causing many travelers to
give an exhibition cf TcIleyhaH playployed as collector for the San .Mi get off the correct route. These ing. Those who will
in this exhiguel National bank for some time. si?ns will be P'Jt ino use zs soon as bition are KiskeL Tan
Denass,
Horn,
has entered
the employ of the a decision is reached as to what and Mills. J. C. Baker and
Luiwtg
Charles Ilfeld company.
kind of posts will be used. .
Efeld have challenged the winners of
A new plan for getting the mem- - this contest This game wfJ be
Sixth street was slightly blockaded bers of the club more interested in Played in the near future.
yesterday afternoon, because of the the work of tie organization has
The pool table which has been in-axle on a wagon loaded with hay been originated by iir. Stark, and ; stalled in the association for over a
breaking. The. wagon was soon reyear will be paid for ia 'nil in the
paired and the street was open for can be made. The plan is to serve next month. This table was less than
traffic.
a luncheon every Friday evening for half paid for when the new secretary,
the members and have several talks P. H. LeNoir, took charge of the asBeginning March 13 the California given by prominent business men of sociation. This table has been a
limited, eastbound, will run in two the city on the various proposed im- j large factor in famishing amusement
sections three times a week to care provements that have been before for the older class of members in the
for the increased business which will the public for some time, such as the Y. M. C. A. and helps make the place
of the Hst Springs hotel, more of a home for the boys.
begin about that time. The easterners
who are spending the winter in south- silos, good roads and other subjects
On Saturday night of this week
ern California will begin to leave for of general interest. This plan has the Fairmount College Glee ciub will
their homes this month and the ex- been operated with success in a num- entertain the railway folk and othtra equipment will be neede to ac ber of western towns and should be ers. This concert win be riven in
a complete success here. The first the opera house and tickets will he
commodate the increased business.
luncheon probably will be given next placed on sale. Thursday and Friday
Rev. H. Percy Silver, secretary of week and plans are already under for the railway folk and Saturday
the department of the southwest, will way to have several prominent men the board will be thrown open for
preach tonight at St. Paul's Memorial deliver short talks on that occasion. the general public The admission
will be fire cents In the gallery and
Episcopal church. The service will
WOMEN ORGANIZE CLASS
All members
begin at 7:30 T
balcony and the seats In the parquet
of the parish are urged to be present
Twenty women this morning join and family circle win be ten cents.
and the public is invited. Rev. Mr. ed the new women's gymnasium class The glee club comes well recomSilver is said to be an interesting which has been inaugurated in the Y. mended
Superintendent S. E.
talker. He is making a tour of the M. C. A. The class did cot meet for Bnsser and promises to be one of the
work. Arrangements were made for best that has been in the city this
southwest visiting all the parishes.
the uniiornis to be worn, and, as the- season.
The funeral of Mrs. Lowry Cleven-ge- r subject of clothes always interests the
was held this afternoon from the women, the meeting was interesting.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
family residence, 1013 Second street, A representative for the Spalding athThe Order of Railway Conductors at- letic goods, was on hand and the uniFOR SALE Team of good farm
tended in a body and the pallbearers forms were ordered.
horses, 1,030 pounds. Price is right.
ascommittee
of
The
the
executive
were members of this organization.
Cooley's livery barn.
Many beautiful floral offerings were sociation met at 11; 30 o'clock this
sent by friends of Mrs. Qevenger. morning and decided in favor of the
Rev. Norman Skinner officiated at the petition for allowing a women's class
services. The pallbearers were H. C. to be organized. The class will meet
Kroner, David Hazels, J. H. Swallow. on Tuesday and Friday of nest week!
R Davidson,
Next
H. Creswick and R. L. at 9 o'clock in the morning.
Eastman. Interment was in the Ma Thui'sday night at the association a
number of the faihers of the boys in !
sonic cemetery.
Use junior class will play a came of
indoor ibasoiiaU against their sons.
be a fast game, as
This Is expected-t"I much prefer Steam Launsome of tlie men are id stars in the
game.
dry service to home 'launder-

.
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THE OLD RELIABLE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1

BAIN WAGON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.

E. D. Eaynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, rice President

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M

at-th-

Capital.

exhi-whe-

$ 100.000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35 ooc

J

Onr Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Wilhia the Scope of Good Bankia.

e

f

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

j

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

f CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

1

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CRBAMERY Co j
At

la Home of

Best of Everything Eatable

tSie

tj

TRY
CHASE

C&

Just Try Them-Tha- t's
h

GRAAF

Hi

Em

JrSd

All

ing, the color

is

better and

the clothes last longer."
.

This is the remark we hear
every day, and it pleases na
and repays us tor the effort w
have made to bring our

rough cay

HAW CO.
LJ

'

W

Into popularity.

STORE

Our new iresh hot air drying
is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wash, dry and
iron the fat work.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Laundry

tm

GO

.

;."

ESiJ

rimnm ntminzi

m rnniTO"

nuiimjufiun
"THE KlfiD THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

M J. H. STEARNS
i'

iriSfTfi

iiifrlrw

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

Our Baker

Phone hUiu

II

i',7 JUnujUt

1

tfs-

crc

A

t

J

')

it

Vi Tt.-
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Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

Will Be On Duly
Again Tomorrow

-

.

That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the nest year (not made public at the time) in

GIVE US YOUR

"

We did so betause we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the. above main principles of modern dairying designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
milk--

ORDER FOR

Oread,

Cakes, Pies,
Cookies, Etc.

which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
, .
,.

-

The very unsanitary yH very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of lh dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of mil to sbs'wt) tfce bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in ft few nimuits. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust nd
odo-- s from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing
through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for tniik until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

bo-ic- J

Las Vegas Steam

m

i
THE LIBRARY REPORT.
The regular monthly report has
been submitted to the president of i fj
the library board, F. O Blood. During the nioiuh of February two new
magazines huve beea added to sac
magazine list of the library, also
specimens of botes issued by the
Confederate States of America. These
notes came into possession of the
union army and were turned over by
the war department, to the treasury
of the United States In
After (
proper disposition has been made for ' )
their safe keeping they will be ' J
placed on exhibition as historical rel-I1
ics.
The number of bound volumes in
;
the library February 1 as
added by gtu, j; number of
volumes February 2
,6TS; the cumber of per&cns using the library duT
iiig the month of February was
lumber of books loaued,
- 4; hxuawt
EBsntar of daily
if: BottW '
li weell
mutU? ih:'r.ui, H; hw.:-- C

t.

TRY OS ONCE

u'

SWASTIKA COAL
m

!

j

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

mem.

iimtp mm

i

Mr. Fries

SANBOR.NS
Coffees or Teacs
WHEN YOU AR.E TIRJSD

THE

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

J

i

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

THERE IS KO LIE ON THE LABEL

FtED E. CORBETT

fnp.

South Pacific St.
L& s

IB
'! "TL

Ccff

Vega

Phone Main

312

EH
Man
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